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NewS In Brief
Concord writer remembers
200 days spent with Christa
Editor's note - Bob Hohler, who met Christa McAuliffe when
she was a finalist in the teacher-in-space program and spent
many hours with her over the past seven months, is a feature
writer on her hometown newspaper, the Concord Monitor. A
longer version of this column appeared in the Monitor's Wednesday editions.
By BOB HOHLER
Concord Monitor
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER,Fla.(AP)- Christa McAuliffe
died with a few of her favorite things: her son's stuffed frog, her
daughter's cross and chain, her grandmother's watch, her Carly
Simon tape. She died with little things. Ordinary things.
Put her by a swimming pool with her family, a bacon-lettuceand-tomato sandwich and a cold beer, and she needed little more
from life. Give her a compass, her childhood friends and a forest,
and she flourished. Call her a hero, and she shuddered.
In the 200 days I knew her, Christa went from a Concord (N.H.)
High School classroom to a spacecraft bound for an infinite frontier in the sky. She asked to be nothing more than an ordinary
person on an extraordinary mission.
How silly, she said on the day I met her in Houston, that people
would swarm her for autographs. How absolutely crazy, she said
three weeks ago, that the New England Patriots would line up
after a game for her signature. What a joy it would be, she imagined, to return to signing hall passes at the high school.
When I met her, I was an ordinary reporter and she was a
finalist in NASA's teacher-in-space race. I shadowed her. She had
a nervous giggle and the gee-whiz bounce of a camp counselor,
but she made me want to follow her. She made me wish she
taught every child.
We hit it off, and on the day she was chosen to pioneer space for
the common man, she kept a promise. She let me ride away from
the White House with her after a dozen reporters had tried and
failed. I sat with her an hour later when she called her husband,
Steven, to share the news. She cried for joy, and I fidgeted,
waiting for her patience with me to wear thin. It never did.
...I wrote about Christa for seven.months, hopscotching from
Concord and Houston to Florida and her hometown of Framingham, Mass. My 6-year-old daughter lost me to a teachernaut.
"Christa this, Christa that," she said. "When's it going to be
over?"
In Houston, Christa and I ate tortellini with friends at an Italian
restaurant. We talked about her children, Scott, 9, who couldn't
sleep without his stuffed frog, Fleagle, or his cat, Rizzo; and
Caroline, 6, who loved Michael Jackson and liked to draw pictures of her mother in a spacesuit.
Both were afraid of loud noise. She worried about them watching the shuttle take off yesterday.
"Caroline likes to turn up her 'Thriller' album sometimes," she
said, "but Scott's the only kid I know who turns down the
commercials."
When I last talked to her 1% weeks ago, Christa was in quarantine in Houston and Scott was watching a Boston Celtics game at
home. She had called to say goodnight to the children and asked
to say hello to me before she hung up. She was proud she had won
a beer from mission commander Francis Scobee when she bet on
the Patriots against the Los Angeles Raiders a week earlier. And
she was excited about her space flight.
"Have fun," I told her.
"I will," she said. ...

Elsewhere...
By tbe Assoc/bled P.

WASHINGTON - From all accounts, the U.S. economy enjoyed a sharp upturn in December, but analysts are divided over
whether the rebound is temporary or a sign of faster growth in
coming months.
BOSTON - The discovery that such common medical procedures as coronary bypass operations are done far more often in
some parts of the country than in others "may reflect substantial
inappropriate overuse" of these treatments among the elderly, a
study today concludes.
WASHINGTON - People who complain about smokers'
cigarettes aren't being finicky, they are rebelling against a
potentially deadly health hazard, says a government healthsafety official.
WASHINGTON - Senior White House officials are eagerly
awaiting the report of a presidential commission that, ironically,
could have some embarrassing things to say about the Reagan
administration.
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Teams retrieving assorted wreckage from Challenger

Debris found,search being expanded
By HOWARD BENEDICT
AP Aerospace Writer
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(AP)- A Navy ship steamed into port with 1,000 more pounds of
wreckage from shuttle
Challenger today as NASA expanded the search for clues into
the explosion of the ill-fated
spaceship and its crew of five
men and two women.
The debris included the first
electronic pieces recovered
from the sea.
At the Kennedy Space Center,
on the road to Challenger's
launch pad, someone planted
seven American flags to honor
the dead astronauts.
The search continued as the
space agency impounded tapes
that recorded performance of
the shuttle's systems every one
one-thousandth of a second. Officials said.they might be the
most crucial piece of evidence in
the investigation.
The tapes could reveal
whether the fireball that killed
the astronauts Tuesday, 73
seconds after liftoff, was caused
by something that went wrong
with the spaceship's huge external fuel tank or whether the fault
lay with one of the two solid fuel
rocket bodtters.
Experts have considered both
theories, but shuttle director
Jesse Moore said Wednesday:
"I refuse to speculate on the
cause. We intend to make a
thorough examination of all the
evidence and base our conclusions and recommendations on
the findings."
After the boosters separated
from the exploding spaceship
and flew erratically through the

sky, both were detonated by a
radio signal when one of them
headed toward a populated
area.
The deliberate but necessary
detonation could have wiped out
vital clues.
"We need every piecs." said
Richard Smith, director of the
Kennedy Space Center. "We
don't know where the clue might
be."
Moore said he was confident
the cause would be found, but
that could take months. Until
then, there will be no more shuttle flights in a year in which the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration had planned a
record 15 missions.
An investigation board has impounded the high-speed tapes as
well as spaceship debris washed
ashore. The panel has also taken
possession of film, photographs
and work documents related to
the shuttle.
The first 600 pounds of debris,
most of it small pieces of thermal tiles, was brought into port
Wednesday, and the Coast
Guard, Navy and Air Force expanded the search fleet today
from 8 to 13 ships and from 9 to
13 aircraft. ,
"The ships Ave begun picking up a &eat deal more debris,
larger and more varied pieces,"
Lt. Cmdr. James Simpson of the
Coast Guard said today. "One
ship alone is bringing in 1,000
pounds of debris. They're finding tubing, they're finding
electronic-looking pieces - I
don't know whether they're control panels or what they are.
"They've got wiring and
gauges and so forth," he said.

Space Shuttle
"Challenger"

External
Fuel Tank

Cockpit

Orbiter

Cargo Bay —

Solid-Fuel
Rocket
Booster
(2)

Main Engines
"Some sizes range from 15 by 10
feet to 30 by rviftt.- - • • -Simpson said ships expected
to retrieve today two heavy
cone-shaped objects that might
be parts of the two solid fuel
rockets. He also said searchers
began using sonar detection
devices for the first time today
in an effort to locate pieces of
the shuttle on the ocean floor,
more than 50 feet below the
surface.
The search zone shifted slightly north, from Cape Canaveral

75 miles north to Daytona Beach
and 50.mile out to?, sea. It now
covers 8,000 square miles.
The retrieved material did not
include any clothing or personal
effects of any of the five men
and two women aboard.
Moore said that based on the
great amount of small debris
sighted, he held out little hope
that either the crew members or
any large chunks of the ship
would be found.
"I would always like to hold
out hope," he said.

Collins meets with Toyota suppliers
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Gov. Martha Layne Collins'
trade visit to Japan has brought
meetings with about 50 suppliers
of Toyota Motor Corp., the
governor and others in the Kentucky delegation said today.
Collins "has been able to open
some doors here" because of her
coup in securing Toyota's auto
assembly plant for Scott County,
said Senate President Pro Tern
Joe Prather.
The delegation conducted a
news conference by telephone
from Tokyo. Other members of
the group were Commerce
Secretary Carroll Knicely and
House Democratic Whip Kenny
Rapier. D-Bardstown.

Collins said her meetings with
Toyota President Shoichiro
Toyoda, other officials of the
giant carmaker and Japanese
commercial leaders had been
"very productive."
She also said the group's industrial contacts were "not
restricted to the automobile
industry."
Prather, D-Vine Grove, said a
reception for Collins hosted by
the Tokai Bank brought
meetings with "probably 50
Toyota suppliers" and a total attendance that was double the advance estimate. It was "an overwhelming success" compared
with most similar American

trade efforts, he said.
Prather wouldn't identify the
Toyota suppliers, saying, "Confidentiality is a must in dealing
with them."
But Prather sounded enthusiastic about Kentucky's prospects for attracting Japanese
investment in plants to supply
Toyota's Scott County plant,
which is expected to begin producing Camry models in 1988.
"Kentucky is on the front
burner here and I think Toyota
is the front-runner of what is
probably going to happen in the
next six months," he said.
The $800 million assembly
plant is expected to employ
about 3,000 workers. Collins said

training of the workers would
begin in Kentucky, then, "after
reaching a certain stage in their
training, they will be sent to
Japan" to complete it.
The administration's budget
includes $125 million for incentives to Toyota and Collins' staff
has repeatedly fended off
speculation that the cost actually will be millions of dollars
higher.
"It is not too costly ... considering the money that will be
returned," Collins said today.
Added Rapier: "Too expensive compared to what? If compared to unemployment, it's not
too expensive."

McDonald: parks to offer education
Two Kentucky parks will now
offer education in addition to
entertainment, Superintendent
of Public Instruction Alice
McDonald anounced in a news
conference today at Murray
State University.
Two pilot programs in adult
basic education at Kenlake State
Park and Lake Barkley State
Resort Park are helping state
employees earn General Educational Development certificates
that will net them a 10 percent
salary bonus promised by Gov.
Martha Layne Collins.
McDonald said the Department of Education planned to
expand the program to the other
state parks in the coming
months.
Parks Commissioner June
Hudson is supplying classroom
space at the parks. The Department of Education, working
ttte-zac4e*-t4.ie*-V4 -of
:--irtttraimissiro'i.
State Superintendent Alice Mt-Donald held a press conferentc at Murray StateirglitsWty.to
Calloway and Marshall
Trigg,
were Jim Jackson, superintendant
two pilot adult basis education programs_ Present at the conference
ounties. the Murray Indepen,A,.8t
sounty Sehhols, Bill Hainsworth. superintendent of Kenlake State Park,Charles liathrter;-roor
of Trigg(
dent district and the adult learnRose, superintendent of
dinator of the Adult Learning (enthr at Murray State, McDonald, Dr. Jack
State Resort Park.
(Coned on page 11)
Calloway County school and Mark Lovely, superintendent of Lake Barkley
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Waste management, unemployment bills before legislature
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API — A
bill pertaining to waste management belied its bland title when
it came to a vote in the Senate,
inspiring caustic criticism of the
U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency's regulatory yoke.
Sen. Ed Ford, sponsor of
Senate Bill 101, touched off the
rhetorical firestorm on Wednesday by saying the bill is a "mirror" of federal regulations and
necessary if Kentucky wants to
retain the right to regulate its
waste sites and control the issuance of permits.
Sen. David Karem, D Louisville, said the bill was
"necessary and we should be for
it, but it's a shame it comes to
this."

Sen. David LeMaster, DPaintsville, agreed with Karem
that "it's a sad day when
members of this Senate are told
... (the EPA) is demanding we
vote a certain way." He voted
no.
"I, too, resent the federal
government," said Ford, DCynthiana, "but they have an
awful big hammer hanging over
our heads."
The vote on SB 101 was 17-13
for passage, sending it to the
House.
The bill would authorize the
Natural Resources Cabinet to
regulate underground storage
tanks and to prohibit land
disposal of hazardous wastes. It
also would give the cabinet the

right to regulate disposal of liquid hazardous wastes in
landfills.
In the House, the omnibus
unemployment insurance bill
was passed when Rep. Bobby
Richardson dropped an amendment that had stalled the
measure on Monday.
Richardson, D-Glasgow, said
he was defending a factory in his
hometown when he tried to attach a 10-year cap on the
unemployment history of a company when calculating the
unemployment-insurance rate
for a new owner.
If the new owners of Glasgow
Manufacturing Co. are saddled
with a rate that is based in part
on 40-year-old claims, the plant

will fail and 200 jobs will be lost,
he said.
Richardson agreed to kill his
amendment upon a promise of
state help to solve the dilemma
of the women's apparel plant.
Rep. Ron Cyrus, HB 274's
prime sponsor, said later that
Richardson had been assured
that the rate review process
already in Kentucky law would
meet Glasgow Manufacturing:s
needs.
Cyrus, D-Flatwoods, was
discouraging amendments to
the bill, which makes sweeping
changes in the unemploymentinsurance system, all with the
stated aim of keeping its trust
fund solvent.
The vote on HB 274 was 96-0,

sending it to the Senate.
The House also passed:
— HB 41, to license occupational therapists. It had been
changed considerably in the
House Health and Welfare Committee by an amendment
preserving a long list of
treatments and procedures for
physical therapists.
The vote was 93-3 and the bill
goes to the Senate.

scheduled or changed.
The vote was 91-4 and the bill
goes to the Senate.

— HB 390, the Crime Victims'
Bill of Rights. Pushed by Attorney General David Armstrong, the bill would make a
number of legal and counseling
services available to crime victims, including notification
-re
when court proceed(n

Nominations being accepted for
conservation teacher's honors
Nominations are being accepted for the national "Conservation Teacher-of-the-Year"
awards program according to
Albert Wilson, Chairman of the
Calloway County Conservation
District. The competition is open
to all full time teachers working
at the kindergarten through the
high school level who have
developed an outstanding program of conservation education.
The National Conservation
Teacher-of-the -Year will
receive $1,000 in cash and an expense paid trip to Reno, Nevada,

for the 1987 annual convention of
the National Association of Conservation Districts. The national
second place winner will receive
a $500 cash award and the first
place regional winner will
receive $200.
Co-sponsored by NACD and
the Deutz-Allis Corporation, the
purpose of the awards program
is to encourage the development
of creative learning experiences
in conservation for young people. "Any teacher in a public or
private school in our conservation district who puts emphasis

on conservation as a regular
part of the instructional program is eligible for nomination", said Wilson.
Interested teachers can obtain
additional information and
nomination forms from the
Calloway County Conservation
District, 753-1740. The awards
progam also honors the conservation districts judged to have
provided the most effective
stimulus and help for conservation education programs within
the district.
BRUSH FIRE CLAIMS 15 ACRES — Members of the Calloway County Fire Rescue Squad are pictured
above working to extinguish a brush fire located about six miles south of Murray off Old Salem Road at
apprmdmately 4 p.m. Wednesday. Local residents assisted firemen in their efforts to douse the fire, but
not befornit claimed an estimated 15 acres of land, according to David Cathey, a member of the squad.
Pictured above from left are David Cathey, Captain Max Parrish, and Jerry Atkins.

Dollar Days

SAL

—
-WEDNESDAY TO SATURDAY 9 A.M. TO 9 P.M., SUNDAY 12:30 P.M. TO 5:30 P.M.
FIVE DAYS TO SAVE A LOT OF DOLLARS HURRY IN OUANTIT,ES ARE LIMITED

OFF
025%
PLAIN POCKETS'
JEANS FOR MEN

25%
OFF
HUNT CLUB'TOPS
AND JEANS FOR JUNIORS

11.99
SALE
LEVI'S7 BONHOMME*
SPORTSHIRTS
FOR YOUNG MEN

LONG-SLEEVED
DRESS SHIRTS FOR MEN

OFF
20%
ALL IN-STOCK

BIKINI PANTIES
FOR WOMEN

DRAPERIES, PANELS,
PRISCILLAS AND
NOVELTY CURTAINS

20% TO
OFF
25%
INFANTS' AND

74.99
SALE
STAFFORD' BLAZER

TODDLERS'
APPAREL AND
ACCESSOR I ES

FOR MEN

SALE 16.99
SHOES

ALL FASHION JEWELRY

_
-

We're Proud to be
In Murray
and Here to
STAY,

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

JCPenney Celebrates
MlICSCYLEAatANI

Quilt Contest
Pick up your official entry form today.

39.99
SALE
MEN'S DRESS SHOES
25% OFF
ALL NAME BRAND WATCHES
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

ALL 14K GOLD CHAINS,
CHARMS, AND ADD-A-BEADS

25% OFF

*

PONY' ATHLETIC
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

$8 OFF
TO
$4
FOUR'
PAR
50% OFF

Cornmernoratve Patnohc °Lott, Mary C. Baxter, Kearny, New Jersey, 1898. Pieced and appkque0
cotton, 76x78, Collechon of Museum of Amencan Folk Art. G.tt of the ArrloCuS Foundahon.
Anne Baxter Klee and Museum Trustees

14.99
SALE
STAFFORD'AND GENTRY*

OFF
20%
ALL BRIEF AND

SPORTSWEAR FOR MEN

Now a resident of Gainesville,
Fla., Mrs. Juergensmeyer has
published six books under her
maiden name, Jane Stuart.
They include two collections of
poetry, three novels and a book
of short stories.
She donated publishers'
typescripts and galley proofs of
two of her novels, "Land of the
Fox" (1975) and "Yellowhawk"
(1973), the publisher's
typescript of the book of short
stories titled "Gideon's
Children" (1976) in 1984.

UNDERWEAR FOR MEN

PANTIHOSE

AND ALL-WEATHER
COATS FOR WOMEN

Jane S. Juergensmeyer,
daughter of the late Jesse
Stuart, recently donated
manuscripts and typescripts of
some of her works to the Stuart
Collection, which is housed in
the Pogue Special Collections
_Library at Murray State
-University.
Dr. Jerry A. Herndon, curator
of the Stuart Collection at Murray State, said Mrs.
Juergensmeyer donated items
to the collection in 1984 and in
,
late 1985.

OFF
20%
POLYESTER/COTTON

OFF
20%
ALL SHEER TOES

OFF
25%
JACKETS
SPRING
ALL

Jesse Stuart's daughter donates
manuscripts to university library

$10 OFF
MEN'S TRI-BLEND
WARM-UP SUIT

JCPen

Chestnut HiHs Shopping Center
Murray. Ky 42071
Office 759-1400
Catalog 759-4090

You could win one of 80 $500 JCPenney
gift certificates. Just enter one quilt
square, 13x13", of an original design, or
a totally original use or interpretation of a
traditional pattern, which best expresses
the theme, "A Celebration of American
Style" Winning quilt squares will be
assembled into five finished quilts which
will be displayed at The Great American
Quilt Festival in New York City, April
24-27, 1986. The contest is sponsored
in cooperation with the Museum of
American Folk Art. Entries must be
received by March 1, 1986. Pick up an
official entry form and complete contest
rules at your nearest JCPenney today.

J Pe

Prices Effective Thurs -Sun

1986 J LPe,ney

^

Y

Ch•stnut Hills Shopping Contsr
Murray, Ky. 42071
Office: 750-1400

4

In November 1985 she donated
the original manuscript of "Gideon's Children," which is mostly in typescript, but includes
some longhand.
Her other books include a
novel, "Passerman's Hollow"
(1974), and the two collections of
poPrry "Eyes of the Mole"
(1967) and "White Barn" (1973).
Mrs. Juergensmeyer and her
husband Julian, who is a faculty
member in the College of Law at
the University of Florida, have
two sons, Conrad and Erik.
Stuart, who died in February
1984 at the age of 77, averaged
publishing a book a year for
more than a half century of
literary production. He turned
over his manuscripts, papers
and memorabilia to Murray
State in 1960. A three-room suite
in Pogue Library is now the
depository for that collection.
A rugged Kentucky mountain
man from W-Hollow in Greenup
County, Stuart achieved
worldwide fame as poet, short
story writer, novelist and
essayist. He developed a close
relationship with Murray State
University and the community
of Murray as the result of a prolonged hospital recuperation in
Murray following a heart attack
in 1954.

Cooperative
program for
IVISU, plant
announced
The Bluegrass State Skills
Corporation (BSCC ) recently
announced the funding of two
cooperative training programs _
between-Murray State University and the Briggs and Stratton
Corporation of Murray.
The BSCC is making a total of
$4,466 available for the training
of 60 workers in two Entry Level
Skills Training Programs. According to Doug Hocking, personnel director at the Murray
plant, the 60 workers will be
engaged in A-training, involving
work on hydraulic systems,
electrical systems, fluid power
systems and blueprint reading
and gauging.
..tiocking coordinated ili.e.4412gram with Dr. Paul' LyoM,
director of training services at
MSU.
The BSCC, an independent
public corporation, was created
and funded to stimulate
economic development through
programs of skills traihing to
meet the needs of business and
industry.
The-BSSC's basic purpose-hr
improve and promote employment opportunities for people
throughout the state by funding
cooperative education and skills
training programs, according to
Steven L. Zimmer, excutive
director of the BSSC.

- - ---
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PERSPECTIVE
Learn from the
famous writers
It's not true that everyone
wants to be a writer. It just
seems that way. Classes that
purport to teach how to write
the Great American novel or
prize-winning investigative
articles seldom lack eager
students. Magazine editors
never have to worry about
empty in-boxes; the unsolicited manuscripts flow in daily.
Professional writers are
sometimes touched by this
outpouring of amateur literary ambition, but mostly they
sneer. (Sneering is in the job
description.)
Let them sneer no more:
The New York Times bestseller list is in for 1985, and
the amateurs are triumphant.
Now, granted, the best-seller
list is about quantity, not
quality. And to be sure, some
professional writers sneer at
quantity. But they don't mean
it. Every writer worth his ego
knows that the proper
rewards for endless hours at
the typewriter are a slot on

the best-seller list and a
small mansion on an unspoiled Caribbean island.
And this year the rewards
of being in the top 10 went to,
among others, a toiler in the
auto industry, a pilot, an actress, a hoofer, some management consultants, two psychiatrists, a color man, a roving
television newsman, a radio
rube, an astronomer, and a
90-year-old novice who lives
in an Ohio nursing home.
None has ever written for the
New York Review of Books.
been interviewed by George
Plimpton in Paris Review, or
spoken at a PEN meeting.
So, amateur writers, do not
be discouraged by sneers.
Anyone can become a famous
best-selling author; in 1985,
Lee Iacocca, Chuck Yeager,
Priscilla Presley, Shirley
MacLaine, Howard Cosell,
Charles Kuralt, Garrison
Keillor and Carl Sagan
proved it. All you have to do
is first become famous. The
rest is easy.

looking back
Ten years ago
Copies of ''The World of
Rotary" were presented by
Murray Rotary Club to Murray
State University Library,
libraries at Calloway County
and Murray High Schools,
Calloway Public Library and
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Library. They were
presented by the club in honor of
Vernon Stubblefield Sr., the
Rev. Henry McKenzie and Nat
Ryan Hughes and in memory of
Dr. Ralph H. Woods and WayIon
Rayburn.
Charles Hale, property valuation administrator for Calloway
County, was elected president of
Kentucky PVA Association at
the state convention in October
and this month assumed a new
duty as a member of the Board
of Directors of Kentucky
Association of Counties.
Miss Lanette Underwood,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert C. Underwood of Murray, and Eddie K. Hunt, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Hunt of
Paducah, were married in a
home ceremony in December.
Twenty years ago
The thermometer hovered at
seven above zero at 6 a.m.
yesterday. Two more inches of
snow fell to add to the four or
five inches that fell early in the
week.
Miss Kathleen Madrey,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Madrey and a member of

Calloway County 4-H Teen Club,
was selected as one of the
delegates from the Purchase
Area to attend the Youth Power
Conference at Kentucky Hotel,
Louisville, Jan. 28 and 29.
Juan Rodriquez, agricultural
student at Murray State College,
spoke and showed colored slides
of his home country,
Guatemala, at a meeting of
Murray Kiwanis Club held at
South Side Restaurant.
Elected as new officers of the
Murray Magazine Club were
Mrs. Inez Claxton, Mrs. Leslie
Putnam, Mrs. Carlisle Cutchin
and Mrs. A.W. Russell.
Thirty years ago
United States Senator Earle C.
Clements will be the graduation
speaker at Faxon Elementary
School in May, according to a
letter to Charlie Lassiter, Faxon
principal.
Wells Overbey will serve as
chairman and Hilton Hughes as
vice chairman of the Murray
Board of Education or this
year. W.Z. Carter is superintendent of Murray City Schools.
Elected as officers of
Calloway County Farm Bureau
were B.W. Edmonds, Leon
Chambers, Glindel Reaves and
Mrs. Curtis Hays.
Miss Bette C,otham, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Freed Cotham
of Murray, and Chester G. Caddas, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Caddas of Paducah, were married Jan. 25 at College Church of
Christ.

letter to the editor
Dear Editor; I wanted to take a minute and
dash off a quick note to you; I
had planned to send it at the end
of last week but there was no
time!
My mom - come to think of it
and her best friend, and her
mom, and the ladies from her
club, and the neighbors, and
several others more numerous
than I care to try to mention,
have all sent a clipping to me
here at the station from your
paper!
I was very pleased to have
several, since our - chief executive officer Darrell Rowlett
requested a copy from my home
paper; that is, after he
remembered to mention that it
had been sent to you!
I wanted to let you know that
even here in Martin, Murray is
considered a force to be reckoned with, and that I was very proud - not just to have the photo

and write-up in my hometown
paper, but that I could show off a
copy of Murray Ledger & Times,
and have others see what good
work a 'local' paper can do; proving again how many hundreds
of people are aware of their
community and want to know
what is happening there.
Your paper is an example of
hard work, dedication - and
most important, of accuracy one that others in the newspaper
media would do well to observe
and follow!
Again, my appreciation of the
mention. If there is anything
that I can do for you at any time,
please, do not hesitate to cal
upon me!
I will be glad to assist in any
way possible!
Sincerely,
M. Starr Covey
Public Information Coordinator
WLJT-TV-Channel 11
P.O. Box 966
Martin, Tennessee 38237
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Here's how you can get on TV and wish
that special someone 'Happy Valentine'
Would you like to wish someone special "Happy Valentine" through the medium of
television?
The Murray Cablevision folks,
in wanting to do something worthwhile for the communty, have
come up with an unusual idea
which will permit you to do just
that.
For three hours on two days in
February - the 6th and 11th they are going to video tape as
many personal, Valentine
greetings as possible for broadcast throughout the day Friday,
Febrary 14, which is Valentine's
Day.
From 4 until 7 p.m. on those
two days, they will tape
messages on a first-come, first.
served basis in the Cablevision
studios in the Bel-Air Shopping
Center. The studios open on the
Story Avenue side of the Murray
Cablevision offices, which front
on South 12th.
For $5, they'll put you in front
of their cameras and let you
record whatever you want to say
in the way of a special Valentine
greeting to anyone you want.
This could be your husband or
wife, your boy friend or girl
friend, parents, grandparents,
children, grandchildren
whomever.
It's all •the idea of our good
friend Rick Orr, who is the
marketing manager for the local
Cablevision operation, and Rick
tells me there's no time limit on
a message.
• • •
The entire proceeds will be
donated by the Cablevision people to the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital to be applied
toward the purchase of several
of the latest, most advanced
stethescopes for use with patients in the hospital's new intensive and coronary care unit.

"Dr. (Russ) Howard has the
only one at the hospital now,"
says Nancy Warren, the
registered nurse who is the
clinical manager of the new
unit, "and it is so much more advanced and so much more efficient than the ones we have
there is no comparison between
the two." Dr. Howard is the cardiologist on the hospital's
medical staff.
"I hope we have enough people come in and video tape a
greeting to enable us to buy one
of the new stethescopes for
every one of the eight beds in the
new critical care unit," our
friend Rick said, "as well as
ones for each of the subintensive beds nearby."
So, if you have someone to
whom you would like to send a
personal, televised Valentine
greeting and, at the same time,
see your money go for a meaningful, worthwhile community
cause, mark your calendar for
either Feb.6 or Feb. 11. Then, on
one of those days, go by the
Cablevision studios sometime
between 4 and 7 p.m. and get
your message video taped.
Next, tell your friends abut it
and watch for it on Valentine's
Day, Feb. 14, on Channel 34.
That's Murray Cablevision's
local programming channel.
• • •
It's a day to remember - this
past Tuesday when the space
shuttle blew up before the horrified eyes of the world.
No doubt, the tragic events of
that day - the tremendous explosion in the sky, the televised
faces of the shocked families
and schoolchildren and the falling debris - have become as indelibly etched into our minds as
have been the news of the Pearl
Harbor Attack, the sudden death
of President Roosevelt and the
assassination of President Ken-

are never prepared for it when it
does.
It was a terrible thing - the
loss of seven lives and all that
sophisticated, scientific equipment and these vehicles - but I.
as do many, hope the space exploration program will continue.
So,many wonderful things and
know-how have come from it.
• • •
A couple of weeks ago, County
Judge/Executive George Weaks
received a telephone call in his
office. "Are you going to close
the courthouse for Martin
Luther King's birthday?" the
caller asked.
"No," George replied. "Don't
plan to."
"Are you going to close it for
Washington's birthday?" the
caller then asked.
"No," George answered.
"Don't plan to close it for that
either. In fact, we're not even
going to close it on February
7th."
"Whose birthday is February
7th?" the caller asked.
"That's my birthday," George
replied.
• • •
The Bank of Benton will be
hosting a half-time snacktime
for Murray State Racer Club
members at this coming Saturday night's Ohio Valley Conference basketball game between the Racers and the Austin
Peay Governors at Racer
Arena.
Frank Nichols, president of
the bank and a member of the
Murray State board of regents
will be the official host.
The goodies will be served in
the Racer Room, which is the
main gymnasium of the Carr
Health Building and located just
off the Racer Arena main lobby
area. Admittance will by
presentation of Racer Club
membership cards at the door.

nedy for those of us who go back
that far.
We will remember where we
were, what we were doing and
the shock we felt at the space
tragedy news just as we do those
other events in our nation's
history. I believe I will.
I was walking along a corridor
at the Murray-Calloway County
hospital when I met Suzanne
Seeley, one of its two dieticians.
Clutching a big notebook tightly
against her chest and with a sort
of wild, shocked look on her
face, she exclaimed as she passed, "The space shuttle just blew
up! It's on TV!"
Turning a corner, I next met
Nancy Rose, the Hospice director. She had just seen a replay of
the fateful liftoff moments
before in a patient's room. With
her eyes brimming with tears,
she asked, "Have you heard the
news about the space shuttle? It
just blew up!" I simply nodded.
For the next hour, everywhere
I went people already had heard
it or had seen it on television.
I must admit, my first thought
when I heard it was, "I just
knew something like that was
going to happen to one of those
shots one of these days." I told
Cathryn that just this past Sunday night as they hopefully
prepared the Challenger for a
lift-off with all eyes on the
weather.
Things have gone so perfectly
in the space program for so long,
and it is such a dangerous and
mind-boggling business, you
couldn't help but get a gut feeling that sooner or later
something like that would happen - a rocket blowing up, a lost
crew drifting endlessly in space,
or something like that.
You just unconsciously brace
for it, halfway expecting it, but
certainly hoping nothing so
tragic ever would happen. We

Lexington tops list as state's most popular city
Lexington, Bowling Green,
and Louisville are the most
popular cities in Kentucky according to the first annual Commonwealth of Kentucky Poll..
In the random poll, residents
were asked for their perceptions
- favorable and unfavorable of various cities and areas
throughout the state. They were
also requested to name their
favorite place in Kentucky to
visit and where they would
prefer to live.
The poll was conducted Jan.
3-5 as a public service project by
Wilkerson and Associates, a
public opinion and research
group, in association with Jack
Guthrie and Associates, a public
relations counseling firm. Both
companies operate throughout
Kentucky and are headquartered in Louisville.
The poll solicited opinions on a
wide range of issues. The findings of several questions dealing with state government and
legislative matters also were
formulated by the Louisville
bureau of the Associated Press.
The AP distributed those findings earlier this month as a
separate part of the poll.
Questions were directed to 500
adults contacted by random
dialing of telephone numbers
throughout the state. The
answers were then statisticaly
weighted according to the
population sizes of five
geographical areas- of the state
- West, Central and South,
North, Central and East, and
Southeast.
The results contained a
margin of error of 4.5 percent
statewide and 10 percent on
regional breakouts, according to
Tom Wilkerson, president of the
polling firm.
Here is a breakdown of the
poll results involving attitudes
towards various cities and areas
of the state:
"People have different images
of certain areas of our state...Do
you have a generally favorable
or unfavorable image of (The
Following .4reas)?"
The highest percentage of
"favorable" responses was
garnered by the Lexington area.
Of those polled, 85 percent held
Lexington in a favorable light.
Only 7.2 uercent ranked the city
unfavorably, while 10.5 percent
were undecided.
Next highest was the Bowling
'Green itree; with a- 72.8 percent
favorable response. Bowling
Green also received the least
percentage of "unfavorables.with 5.1 percent. Some 22.2 percent were undecided.

Third was the Louisville area,
with a favorable response of 69.7
percent and an unfavorable
response of 19.2 percent.
Undecided accounted for 11.1
percent of the responses.
The rankings, after that, were
the Owensboro area (57.8 percent favorable; 7.8 percent unfavorable; 34.4 percent undecided); Northern Kentucky area
(57.3 percent favorable; 14.4
percent unfavorable; 28.3
undecided); Paducah area (54
percent favorable; 8.2 percent
unfavorable; 37.7 percent
undecided); the Eastern Kentucky Mountain area (47.8) percent favorable; 27.1 percent unfavorable; 25 percent undecided), and the Ashland area (42.3
percent favorable; 13.8 percent
unfavorable; 43.9 percent
undecided).
Kentuckians were apparently
least acquainted with Ashland,
Paducah, Owensboro, Northern
Kentucky, Eastern Kentucky
and Bowling Green, in that
order, judging from the
"undecided" responses.
Another question asked:
"What is the most progressive
city or area in Kentucky?"
The Lexington area again
led, with 40.6 percent of the
responses. It was followed by
Louisville, with 28.6 percent.
Northern Kentucky was ranked
next, with six percent, and Bowling Green next, with five percent. (The margin of error
makes the order of ranking for
Northern Kentucky and Bowling
Green insignificant.)
As might be expected, each
area was most heavily favored
by the residents of the

geographical area in which it
was included.
A third question asked:
"Not counting your own
hometown, what city or area in
Kentucky is the most fun for you
to visit?"
Lexington, for the third time,
led, with 30.3 percent of those
polled. Louisville was next with
16.9 percent; Bowling Green
next, with 10.3 percent; Eastern
Kentucky Mountain area with
7.5 percent and Paducah, with
6.4 percent.
Next was Southeastern Kentucky, with 5.1 percent; then,
Northern Kentucky, with 5.1
percent. Also mentioned where
Owensboro, Murray, Ashland
and Central Kentucky. Some
11.5 percent of those responding
said they didn't know.
Again, the order of responses
was insignificant when the difference was less than 4.5 percent, the margin of error.
Respondents were also asked:
"Not counting your own
hometown, if you could live
anywhere else in Kentucky. in
what city or area would you
choose to live?"
The Lexington area again led
with 36 percent of the replies.
Louisville followed with 10.2 percent, and Bowling Green with 7.6
percent. Eastern Kentucky had
7 percent of the replies; Northern Kentucky, 5.7 percent;
Paducah 5.6 percent; and
Southeastern Kentucky, 4.9 percent. Also mentioned were
Owensboro, Ashland, Central
Kentucky and Richmond.
"Don't Know" accounted for
14.3 percent.
(The oraer was insignificant

when the difference was less
than the poll's margin of error. )
Several questions measured
regional loyalties.
One question asked:
".4I1 things considered, how
would you rate your part ofKentucky as a place to live and
work? Would you say it is excellent, good, fair. poor (or
undecided/don't know)?"
Central and Eastern Kentucky
- the geographical area including Lexington and Ashland
- had the highest percentage of
"excellent" responses, with 33
percent. But Northern Kentucky, the geographical area including Louisville, was next
with 31 percent replying "excellent," making the order
insignificant.
Northern Kentucky had the
highest percentage of "good"
responses, with 44 percent. The
Southeast area had the highest
percentage of "fair" responses,
with 31 percent. It also had the
highest percentage of "poor,"
with 24 percent.
Overall, the most popular
category in all the regions was
"good," by 39.9 percent. Next
was excellent, then fair, then
poor.
A second question asked:
"Within the last year have you
seriously considered leaving
your part of Kentucky and moving to any other area?"
Almost four to one, the answer
by- 794 percent: The-- was
highest percentage of "no"
votes came from the Central and
Eastern region, at 82 percent,
while the highest percentage of
"yes" votes came from the Northern area, with 24 percent.
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Platform soles featured spring shoes

Victor Mature
now retired

NEW YORK (AP) - For spring '86, fashion history repeats
itself. The glamorous 1940s are
back with open-toed, thickheeled, platformed movie starquality shoes that range from
funky to sophisticated, reports
The Footwear Council.
Out of Africa, Egypt and India
comes cross-cultural-inspired
footwear that elevates the
wearer in sensational style, says
Andrea Rosen, executive director of the council.
The '80s version of platforms
is the hottest look this season,
with an extraordinary variety of
material and color, she adds.
"Platforms are the fun accent
for this spring's ready-to-wear
- day or evening, fun or serious
looks," says Rosen. "Fruit,
flowers, funk - pure fun dressing a la Carmen Miranda is
perfectly matched with eyecatching, lively multicolored
wedges with flower appliques.
"Joan Crawford's signature
dressing of the '40s makes a
statement of pure elegance,"
she adds. "Suit and dress looks
with nipped waists and peplums
are great with ankle-strapped,
high-colored platforms or
metallic wedges."
Modern and ancient culture
bring exotic excitement to this
summer's fashions, Rosen
notes. Rustic fabrications, soft
loose silhouettes, layering,
wrapping and draping are the
fashion bywords.
In shoes, there are platforms
and wedges in shiny metallics gold, pewter, bronze and silver,
or in tropical brights, rain forest

RANCHO SANTA FE,
Calif. (AP) - Retired
actor Victor Mature,
who once flexed his
muscles in such movies
as "Samson and
Delilah" and "The
Robe," turned 70, stepping from his home
overlooking a golf
course for his usual
morning game.
"God's been very
good to me. I've been
blessed with a very
beautiful life," Mature
said Wednesday.
The actor left fulltime moviemaking in
1960, and now lives in
this San Diego County
community with his
fourth wife, Lorey, a
former Chicago opera
singer, and their
10-year-old .daughter,
Victoria.

Students give reports

Borrosts UP - Platform soles will be important this spring,
says The Footwear Council. Some examples left to right:
Multicolor platform of patent and linen; metallic platform; thong
with metallic strap and wood bottom with nallheads; open-toe
wedge with flower applique; open-toe ankle strap. (From left to
right, by Santini & Dominici; Charles Jourdan; Anne-Marie
Beretta; La Bastiie; Peter Fox.)
darks, wood with shiny
nailheads, and gleaming patent.
Are women going to feel comfortable and safe wearing these
platforms and wedges?
"Platform sandals are modest
today compared to those worn in
the third century B.C. Then,
elevated shoes gave the wearer
status and also kept him above
mud and snow," Rosen explains.
"Today, platforms provide
high style and actually benefit
the individual's walk. Platforms
are manufactured with lighter
bottoms, the weight is evenly

Fourth grade students of Wanda Walker's class at Southwest Calloway
Elementary School recently presented book reports to the class. Each student illustrated a book in a special way. Students making mobiles were, top
photo,from left, front row, Kim Poole, Alexia Schempp, Matthew Hamilton,
Justin Owen, Shane Butler, back row, Joe Thorn, Eric Delay, Paul Hart,
Heather Myers, Jeff Jachowicz, Charlie Harrell, Chris Weber, Jonathan
Lessman and Lucas Cherry. Some students dressed as characters from a
book while others made mobiles or dioramas. Students pictured with book
report projects in front of the school are, bottom photo, from left, front row,
Jonathan Lessman, Matthew Hamilton, Joe Thorn, Jeff Jachowicz, Steven
Watkins, Alexia Schempp, Kim Poole, Lucas Cherry, back row, Justin
Owens, Heather Myers, Broc Walker, Charlie Harrell, Chris Bailey, Chris
Weber, Paul Hart, Eric Delay and Tony Seavers.

distributed to alleviate strain on
the feet and back. The foot is
able to move with greater flexibility, which makes for increased comfort and easy walking."
The updated, big-bottom
styles with '86 innovative detailing are available in every price
range, Rosen points out.
"So," she suggests, "fulfill
your wildest fantasy, your every
whim, from far-away exotic
countries to the fabulous '40s,
with shoes that can be matched
with your favorite business,
evening or play outfit."

Super Bowl,OC takes- top- rating
NEW YORK (AP) Here are the top 10
prime-time television
ratings as compiled by
the A.C. Nielsen Co. for
the week of Jan. 20-26.

ENDS TONITICel:elk 5:15
Nile
Jewel of
STARTS TOMORROW
Murphy's Romance
Sally FIeld (P0-13)

The listings include homes.
the week's ranking,
1. "Super Bowl XX:
rating for the week, and Chicago vs. New
total homes. Season to England," NBC, 48.3
date rankings are rating, 41.5 million
unavailable this week. A homes.
2. "Super Bowl XX
rating measures the
percentage of the na- Postgame," NBC, 35.4,
tion's 85.9 million TV 30.4 million homes.

Weekly
Specials

CINE 1 & 2
7.10, 9:20

WaRlastim5120715.
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Louis Gcrimsett, Jr.

central center 753-331d

Cepa-Stat

Sore Throat
Lozenges
Alka Seltzer Plus

Cold
Medicine
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3. "The Cosby Show,"
NBC, 33.6, 28.9 million
homes.
4. "Family Ties,"
NBC, 30.3, 26.0 million
homes.
5. "Dynasty," ABC,
24.2, 20.8 million homes.
6. "Miami Vice,"
NBC, 24.1, 20.7 million
homes.
7. "Cheers," NBC,
24.0, 20.6 million homes.
8. "The Last
Precinct," - "NBC
Sunday Night Movie,"
23.9, 20.5 million homes.
9. "Golden Girls,"
NBC, 23.8, 20.4 million
homes.
10. "Murder She
Wrote," CBS, 22.5, 19.3
million homes.

Aspirin

Our New
Card & Gift
Center Is
Coming Soon!
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ST LIMOS FIRE

HOLLAND DRUGS
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109 S. 4th St.
Call 753-1462

LONDON (AP) Prince Charles and
Princess Diana will
start a Ski vacation in
the Swiss Alps next
Week with a photo session on the slopes, hoping to prevent a repeat
of the media siege that
plagued an earlier ski
trip, Buckingham
Palace says.
Charles, 37-year-old
heir to the throne, and
Diana, 24, will spend 10
days starting Feb. 6 at
Klosters, their favorite
ski resort, a palace
spokesman said
Wednesday.

Top country-western
records, week listed
Best-selling country- Gayle and Gary Morris
5. "Hurt," Juice
western records of the
week of Jan. 26 based on Newton
6. "There's No StopCashbox magazine's nationwide survey have pin' Your Heart," Marie
been released as Osmond
7. "Bop," Dan Seals
follows:
8. "The One I Love
1. "You Can Dream Of
Back Then," George
Me," Steve Warner
2. "Old School," John Jones
9. "Come On In," The
Conlee
Ridge Boys
Oak
The
3. "Just in Case,"
10. "Home Again In
Forester Sisters
4. "Makin' Up For My Heart," The Nitty
Lost Time," Crystal Gritty Dirt Band

20% OFF

36 Tablet Size

5 Grain 250 Ct.

Royal couple
plans vacation
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ONLY

STOREWIDE
SALE!

SALE
STARTS
FRI. 9 AM

_ALSO TABLES OF ACCESSORIES 75% OFF
20-50% OFF FURNITURE & ACCESSORIES
BIGGEST WEEKEND SALE OF THE YEAR

Celebrates birthday

Pier 1 imports ina
HOURS:
9-6, M-F
9-5, SAT
1-5, SUN

BEL AIR CENTER

Kevin Daniel Chambers celebrated his second
birthday on Nov. 24 with a party at Showbiz Pizza, Paducah. Daniel is the son of Kevin and
Sarah Chambers of Hazel. He is the grandson of
Mrs. Georgia Arnett of Hazel and of Mr. and
Mrs. Truman Vounglove of Murray. Present for
the celebration were Daniel's parents and his
grandparents, Carita Brown and his brother,
Dustin, six months of age.
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February wedding to be at chur>ch
Mrs. Cunningham
Timmerman of Murray
announces the approaching marriage of
her daughter, Greta
Susan, to George Edward Lovell Jr.
The groom -elect is the
son of Mrs. Jean Lovell
of Calvert City and
George Edward Lovell
Si oj Rockingham,
N.C.
Miss Timmerman is a
senior at Murray State
University.
Mr. Lovell is a 1984
graduate of Murray
State University. He
presently is employed
by Sears, Roebuck and
Company, Union City,
Tenn.
The wedding vows
will be exchanged on
Saturday, Feb. 8, at 4
p.m. at St. John's
Episcopal Church, Main
and Broach Streets,
Murray.
A reception will follow
in the Community Room
of the North Branch of
the Peoples Bank.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend the wedding and
the reception.

BOATING PARTY COLORS
TO CELEBRATE THE PLEASURES OF SPRING
la-NUTR IV Lipstick
Glazed Coral, Sunrise Beige

9.00
Polished Performance Lipstick
Poster Pink, Rustic Rose 8.50

Pressed Satin
Eyeshadow, Eyecolor Trio
Garden Brights: Meadow Green/In the
Pink/lit lid Iris Watercolors: Dovecote/
Freshwater Blue/Sunflower 15.00

Smokestick Soft-Shadow
Eye Color
Smoke, Iris 9.50

Greta Susan Timmerman and
George Edward LovellJr. to marry

Luscious Creme Mascara
iolet Lights, Nutmeg Brown 10.00
Shadow Stay Eyelid Foundation
10.00
Coloring Creme
Blush
Natural
Raspberry Creme, Rose Garden 11.00
Tender Blusher
Pink In The Shade 12.00

Automatic Creme Concealer

1985 has been "Pat- "Time," appropriate
chwork" and this pro- for the first meeting of
gram concluded the the new year.
Pots of red tulips were
series with the theme,
used as decorations in
"Binding the Quilt."
Mrs. Freeman, newly thehome.
elected president, open- Refreshments of dessert
ed the meeting with a and coffee were served
devotion on the theme of by Mrs. Hosick.

Miss Frances Brown
announced the next
meeting will be the annual luncheon on Thursday, Feb. 27, in Curris
Center, Murray State
University. Members
were told this will be a
guest day.

ns
hio
Fas
Winter
For boys and girls.
Sizes preemie through 14.

20%

off
An additional
of your total purchase

A birthday dinner party was given by Preceptor Omicron Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi on
Thursday, Jan. 16, at
Dakota Restaurant.
This was for three of
the chapter members
who celebrated birthdays in December.
They were Barbara
Chilcutt, Joyce Thernas
and Glenda Wilson.
Brenda Estes, president, presided.
"The Right Make-Up"
was the program
presented by Joyce
Thomas.
All 10 members were
present for the event.
Lois- Ruiz, social—
chairman, discussed'
plans for the chapter's
Valentine banquet to be
held Thursday, Feb. 6.
at Golden Corral
Restaurant

doors
641 N. 112th St.), the yellow house with the door on the left, 4
Murray.
641,
down from corner of Sycamore and

Polished Performance
Liquid Makeup
Outdoor Beige 22.50

White Linen Parfum Spray
1.75 oz. 25.00
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SIMIRTS
OPEN
SUNDAYS
1:00-5:00

INVENTORY
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Birthday
party held
by group

10.00

753-8272

Rice gives
program
for Betas
Calloway County
Junior Beta Club conducted its monthly
meeting on Tuesday,
Jan. 21, at 4 p.m. at the
school.
Scottie Rice provided
the entertainment.
Present were 16
members. A pizza party
was planned for Tuesday, Feb. 11, from 5 to
6:30 p.m.
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4va.latsie F,

INVENTORY

SHOES id BOOTS
HANDBAGS
LiNpERIE • ROBES
SLEEP WEAR
HOSIERY • BRAS

!R. Suncto,

INVENTORY

AblO_LNDAN

Magazine Club hears Mrs. Philpot
Mrs. Lawrence
Philpot was guest
speaker at a meeting of
Murray Magazine Club
held Thursday, Jan. 23,
at the home of Mrs. J.I.
Hosick.
The speaker
presented a program on
"Quilts and Quilting."
She was organizer and
is president of the local
Quilters group which
meets regularly at the
library.
Mrs. Philpot gave
pointers on the art of
designing, piecing and
quilting, and answered
questions from the
audience.
She displayed several
of her own quilts as well
as some that had been
brought by club
members for exhibit.
the pattern of one, made
by the grandmother of
Mrs. Olga Freeman,
contained large stars
each of which was made
from 250 tiny diamond
shaped pieces of cloth.
Mrs. Philpot was introduced by Mrs.
William Major, program chairman.
Mrs. Hosick displayed
several examples of
quilts which had been
made by her sisters,
Miss Cappie Beale and
Miss Betty Beale.
The club theme for
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Miller-Wyatt wedding on Feb. 14
The engagement and
approaching marriage
of Miss Tamie Miller to
Kenny Wyatt has been
announced.
Miss Miller is the
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Miller of Rt.
1, Farmington.
She is the granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Lamb and
Parvin Miller, all of Rt.
1, Farmington, and of
Mrs. Reva Bailey of
Murray.
The bride-elect is a
graduate of Calloway
County High School.
Mr. Wyatt is the son of
Mr1 and Mrs. Walter
Wyatt of Kirksey.
He is the grandson of
Mrs. Joyce Wyatt and
the late Will Wyatt of
Rt. 1, Kirksey, Bill Simmons of West Frankfort,
Ill., and Mrs. Josephine
Tucker of Henderson.
The wedding vows
will be solemnized on
Friday, Feb. 14, at 7
p.m. at the Coldwater
Church of Christ.

Wilson-Maxey vows solemnized

Miss Stephanie Jean
Wilson and Daniel
Thomas Maxey were
married in a double ring
ceremony on a winter
afternoon at five o'clock
at the Colonial Park
United Methodist
Church, Memphis,
Tenn.
Dr. Paul Clayton,
church pastor, officiated. Music was by
Dr. Jane Bamble,
church organist, and
Jeana Maxey, niece of
the groom, soloist.
The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. William J. Wilson
of Jackson, Tenn.
Mr. Maxey is the son
of Mrs. Reba Jo Maxey
and the late Ralph Maxey of Memphis, Tenn.
He is the grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. Jeddie
Cathey of Murray.
The bride wore a
gown of candlelight silk
crepe. The fitted bodice
embellished with seed
pearls and sequins was
fashioned with schiffli
lace. The high band
neckline was accented
by motifs on a sheer
yoke of English net.
Flowers of schiffli and
Lima, Ohio. He served venise lace formed her
as presbyter and short off-the-shoulder
member of Ohio District sleeves.
The soft sheered skirt
Board for 22 years and
Kentucky District was bordered in matching flowers and flowBoard for four years.
Cox served as ed gracefully to the
minister-chaplain for back into a semi
the Lima, Ohio Police cathedral train. Her
Department for six gauntlets were made of
years and as an Ohio the same matching net
state evangelist for one and lace and her veil
was of silk flowers with
year.
A story of his life was delicate pearls.
She carried a hand
aired by the Pacific
Garden Mission in bouquet of waterfalling
white roses,
Chicago, Ill.
A native of Illinois, stephanotis, baby's
Rev. Cox is married to breath and ivy.
Tamara Keas of
the former Frieda Jones
Jackson, Tenn., was the
of Murray. They have
two sons, Timothy R. maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were BarCox of Marshall County
and Kenneth M. Cox of bara Schaffler and Sandra Jones of Memphis
Murray.
and Denise Edenfield
Rev. and Mrs. Cox
will continue to make III and Cathy Parks of
Thomaston, Ga.
their home in Lynn
The attendants wore
Grove.
tea length gowns of teal
chiffon with draped
necklines, fitted bodices
and dropped waists.
They carried hand bouquets of silk cymbidium
associate professor in
the Division of Com...••••11••••••.-

Tamie Miller and
Kenny Wyatt will marry

Minister in new post

Rev. William D. Cox

The Rev. William D.
Cox of Murray has
taken the position of
superintendent of the
Kentucky District of the
Pentecostal Church of
God.
He will be overseer of
the ministers and churches and coordinator of
activities of the Kentucky District.
Rev. Cox concluded
his ministry at Calvary
Temple Pentecostal
Church of God. Highway
641 South, on Dec. 29.
While pastoring in
Murray, he has frequently entertained at
the rest homes with his
guitar and singing of
ballads, folk and gospel
songs. He has had a
weekly Sunday morning
radio broadcast.
Rev. Cox has pastored
Churches in Versailles,
Canton, Ohio, Carey,
-Ohio, Gilbora, Ohio, and

Dr. Condon speaks at Louisville workshop
Dr. Marilyn Condon, a Jan. 25.
faculty member at MurTitled "Issues in Cenray State University,
Auditory Assesstral
workshop
presented two
Intervention"
sessions in com- ment and
mputer
"Microco
and
at
municative disorders
by the
Spalding University, Use with and
Hantively
Communica
Saturday,
Louisville, on

dicapped," the sessions
were sponsored by the
Spalding chapter of the
National Student Speech
Language and Hearing
Association.
Ms. Condon, an

munication Disorders in
the Department of
Special Education, joined the faculty at Murray
State in 1977.
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Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Thomas Maxey
orchids in tones of
salmon and shrimp.
Junior bridesmaid
was Lindsey Nash of
Savannah, Ga., and
flower girl was Jessica
Nash of Savannah. They
wore candle white
batiste tea length
dresses embroidered in
teal and shrimp. The
bridesmaid had a bouquet like the attendants
and the flower girl carried a terra cotta basket
of shrimp silk cymbidium orchids and
greenery.
Randy Maxey of
Rapid City, S.D.,
brother of the groom,
served as best man.
Groomsmen were
Burt Costello, Ricky
Lunn and Phil Pearigen
of Memphis and Mark
Mitchell of Jackson-

ville, Fla.
Joshua Maxey,
nephew of the groom,
was ring bearer. The
ushers were David Maxey, Joe Maxey and Eddie Willett, all of
Memphis.
The bride's mother
wore a seafoam green
chiffon dress and the
groom's mother wore a
pink dress with a lace
jacket. Their corsages
were white cymbidium
orchids.
A reception followed
at the Hyatt Regency in
Memphis.
The bride is a 1981
graduate of the University of Georgia with a
bachelor's degree in interior design. She is a
facilities planner with
the Plough Product
Division of Schering
Plough in Memphis.

The groom is a 1981
graduate of the University of Tennessee in
Knoxville where he
received a bachelor of
science degree in civil
engineering. He is a
structural engineer with
Harland, Bartholomew
and Associates in
Memphis.
The new Mr. and Mrs.
Maxey spent their
honeymoon at Treasure
Cay in the Bahama
Islands. They now are
residing in Memphis.
Mrs. Reba Maxey,
mother of the groom,
entertained .-the bridal
party and out-of-town
guests at a rehearsal
dinner at the Knickerbocker, Memphis. The
bridal couple presented
gifts to members of the
wedding party.

Mulroy family honored at Kirksey church

The Rev. William
Avery Mulroy, pastor of
Kirkey United
Methodist Church, and
his wife, Mary, and
children, Aaron and
Becky, were honored
with a dinner in the
social hall of the church
on Sunday, Jan. 26.
Rev. Mulroy assumed
the pastorate on Jan. 1,
1986, and the dinner was
held so that members of
the congregation might
get better acquainted
with the Mulroy family.
The event followed the
Sunday evening service.
The new minister is a
graduate of Lexington,
Tenn., High School and
received his B.S. degree
from Lambuth College,
Jackson, Tenn. He also
earned the Master of
Divinity degree from
Vanderbilt University,
Nashville, Tenn.
Rev. Mulroy served
as pastor of the Bluff

Springs Circuit in
Madison County, Tenn.,
and also the Indian
Mounds Circuit in
Stewart County, Term.,
during his college days.
He comes to Kirksey
from Andrews Chapel
Circuit, Jackson, Tenn.,
where he had served for
four years.
He replaces the Rev.
Joe Johnson who was
transferred to
Dyersburg, term.
The new pastor's wife,
Mary, is serving as
choir director for the
church. She has a
Bachelor of Music
degree from Lambuth
College and a Master of
Arts degree in childhood
education from Scarritt
College, Nashville,
Tenn.
Kirksey church is
located on Highway 299
In Kirksey. Sunday
School is at 10 a.m.,

choir practice at 6 p.m.
and worship services at
11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
Phil McCallon, chairman of the a d ministrative board of

the church, expressed a
warm welcome for the
Mulroy family and invited the public to attend any of the services
at the church.

Richerson is elected
Dr. Ginny Richerson,
assistant professor of office administration and
business education at
Murray State University, has been elected
secretary-treasurer of
the Future Business
Leaders of America/Phi
Beta Lambda National
Alumni Association.
The FBLA/PBL National Alumni Association provides members
with an opportunity to
stay involved in the
development of business
leaders once they have
completed their education. The association
has an organized net-

vt,14-vtegs r

work of available
speakers and advisers,
as well as possible job
openings throughout the
nation.
During the past year,
Richerson served as
president of the Illinois
FBLA/PBL Alumni
Association.
She recently was
awarded the William E.
Nagel Award for leadership in vocational
education by Southern
Illinois University at
Carbondale.
Richerson, who is
from Harrisburg, Ill.,
earned the bachelor's
and master's degrees in
business education at
SIU and completed the
requirements for her
doctorate in business
teacher education there
in August.

Run-cie will
visit India

At Time of Processing
(135 mm, 126, 110, & Disc)

LONDON (AP) — Archbishop of Canterbury
Robert Runcie will meet
Pope John Paul II,
Mother Teresa and
Prime Minister Rajiv
Gandhi during his threeweek visit to India next
month, his,pffice says.
Runcie, spiritual head
of the Church of
England and leader of
the world's 70 million
Anglicans, will be the
first archbishop of
Canterbury to make a
formal visit to the Indian churches while in
office.

Play MURRAY CABLEVISION'S Bonanza Bingo.
Watch Monday's paper for details!
70.410,1P,11401111‘801811,110081,111480148?
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New dictionary will be published
CLEVELAND (API — David
B. Guralnik is one of those people who find themselves never at
a loss for words.
Guralnik and his staff on the
Webster's New World Dictionary of the American
Language are coming up with
too many words as time draws
near when the modern-day
classic work is due for a major
overhaul.
Big revisions take place every
12-15 years, compared with the
biennial revisions that may deal
with just hundreds of terms.
The standard reference work,
first published in 1953, is being
fully revised for the second
time. Guralnik said he expected
the word count to be thousands
higher than the 160,000-plus in
the current edition, which compares with 145,000 words in the
1953 original.
"No matter how hard you try
to cut it, you find out that
language, and even the useful
language, keeps growing
apace," the Cleveland native
said in an interview at his
downtown office. "There's an
enormous amount of stuff that
has to go in. No matter how hard
we try to prune it and cull it, we
still end up with more than we
have room for."
Although a heavier, thicker
book could accommodate the additions, the college dictionary by
definition must be kept trim
enough to be portable. But it
must also be comprehensive
enough to be useful to a
graduate student.
So the extra few thousand
words will probably have to be
squeezed in with the help of
more abbreviations and smaller
type.
Present at the creation of the
New World Dictionary, which so
far has sold more than 70 million
copies, Guralnik has had to
operate under a succession of
owners. The Clevelandbased
World Publishing Co. was sold to
the Times-Mirror Corp. in 1963,
to a British concern in 1974, then
to Simon and Schuster in 1980.

Despite that, staff turnover
has been slight, caused mostly
by death or retirement, since the
company is oriented to longterm projects and lacks the
floating pool of lexicographers
available on the East Coast,
Guralnik said.
"We haven't operated that
way," said Guralnik, who refused to move to New York on
grounds that he gets a wider
linguistic perspective in the
Midwest.
That perspective comes from
poring over about 200 million
words of running text a year, including comic strips, fiction,
newspapers, scientific and
technical journals.
Part-time "citators," as wordhunters are called, also send in
examples from around the country. The dictionary staff relies in
part on contributions from
retired academics in diverse
and more remote parts of the
•
country.
The staff gets about 50,000
citations a year, and the current
file stands at 1.3 million. From
those will come about 40,000 or
50,000 discrete "lexemes,"
which means a word or stem
that is a meaningful unit.
Those could be new terms or
new meanings of current terms,
or terms that were encountered
before but not frequently enough
to put in the dictionary, or an old
term that for one reason or
another has become popular
again.
"Bruxism,"or teeth-grinding,
is among the terms that faded
out and have returned, as is the
slang term "copacetic."
Computers have found their
way into dictionary making, but
not as completely as could be
expected.
Terminals have been used for
typesetting and composing in
the last dozen years or so, but
now the computers are beginning to be used for the citations,
Guralnik said. "We're in the
process right now, for example,
of compiling a highly complicated lexical data base that

Best selling books for
week of Jan. 26 as
released by Time
magazine are listed as
follows:
FICTION
1. "The Mammoth
Hunters," Jean M. Auel
2. "Lake Wobegon
Days," Garrison Keillor
3. "Texas," James A.
Michener
4. "Secrets," Danielle
Steel
5. "Cyclops," Clive
Cussler
6. "Contact:' CarL
Sagan,
7. "The Storyteller,"
Harold Robbins
8. "Palm Beach," Pat
Booth
9. "Lie Down with
Lions," Ken Follett
10. "The Cat Who
Walks Through Walls,"
Robert A. Heinlein
NON -FICTION
1. "Fit for Life,"
Harvey and Marilyn
Diamond
2. "The Be Happy Attitudes," Dr. Robert
Schuller
3. "Iacocca," Lee
Iacocca
4. "Yeager: An
Autobiography,"
Yeager and Janos

PET PEN

Patricia Anne Lough of New Concord, a soprano,
will present her senior voice recital on Sunday,
Feb. 2, at 2 p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle
Fine Arts Center, Murray State University. Her
recital, which is in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the bachelor of music education
degree, is open to the public at no admission
charge. She will be accompanied by Patricia
Bombs of Murray, pianist. Mrs. Lough, a student
of Henry Bannon at Murray State, is married to
Robert Lough, formerly of Lone Oak. Music in
her recital program will include works by
Mozart, Brahma, Schumann, Raure, Debussy
and Clutusson, as well as a group of traditional
folk songs from England, Ireland and Scotland
with guitar accompaniment.

Discount Wicker and
Plastic Crafts

Executive Board of Murray Woman's Club will
meet Monday, Feb. 3, at 11:30 a.m. at the club
house. Frances Galloway, first vice president,
will preside in the absence of Ann Brooks, president, who is recuperating from major surgery.
All board members are urged to attend.

Baby boy born, hospital

Experiment scheduled

Mr. and Mrs. Steve Nanney of Puryear, Tenn.,
are the parents of a son, Steven Matthew
Vaughn-Nanney, weighing seven pounds seven
ounces, born on Tuesday, Jan. 21, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The mother is the
former Pam Vaughn. Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. James D. Nanney and Mr. andMrs. Teddy
Vaughn, all of Paris, Tenn.

Applications for Ten Brave Christians Experiment to start Saturday, Feb. 1, at First Christian
Church are still being taken. This experiment
will be for only one month and will include: Meet
weekly together for prayer; give two hours a
week in service to God; give one-tenth of earning
to church; meditate at 5:30 a.m. for % hour each
day; share with others what God is doing in your
life. The first prayer gathering is set for one hour
on Sunday, Feb. 2, at 8:30 a.m. in Fellowship
Hall of church. Interested persons may call Ann
McKeel, 753-8842, or Billie Burton, 759-4045.

Murray-Calloway County Camera Club will
meet Monday, Feb. 3, at 7 p.m. in the annex.of
Calloway Public Library. All members and interested persons are invited to attend.

MWC Board will meet

Angela Cortwright born
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Cortwright of Indianapolis, Ind., are the parents of a daughter,
Angela DeLyrui, weighing eight pounds, measuring 21% inches, born on Monday, Jan. 13, at a
hospital there. The mother, the former Linda
Boyd, is field marketing manager of Hardee's.
The father is vice president of marketing of Ser-

KAGE has funds

Cincinnati couple
has triplets; twins
born 10 months ago
He got a taste of the
CINCINNATI (AP) —
of care the babies
kind
Eband
Susan
Douglas
ding had a set of twins 10 will require when the
months ago. This week twins — Justin and Jeffery — came down with
they had triplets.
"Oh, it really hasn't a slight cold and upset
hit me yet," Mrs. Eb- stomach Wednesday.
ding, 19, said Wednes- Ebding's mother,
day. "It probably will Virginia Ebding of Cinwhen they get home and cinnati, came to the
I realize I have to take rescut.
Mrs. Ebding says the
care of five babies."
Tuesday afternoon at entire family will work
University Hospital, to ease the young couSusan Ebding gave ple's shock.
"We're all happy that
birth to Laura Lynn, 5
pounds, 1 ounce; Lisa everyone is well, but
Marie, 4 pounds, 3 we're a little worried
ounces; and a yet un- about the expenses,"
named girl, 3 pounds, 15 she said. "The relatives
ounces. The family lives plan to help all they
in nearby Covington, can."
Officials at University
Ky.
Douglas Ebding, 20, Hospital said twins are
was at a loss for words. born about once in every
"Wow, it was a shock, 80 births. The chance of
really," he said, adding having triplets is about 1
that he was present dur- in 8,000, they said.
ing the births. "It was Statistics were not
available on the chances
neat."
Mrs. Ebding did not of twins being followed
take fertility drugs. Nor by triplets
had they planned such a
large family.
"We really just
wanted two: a girl and a
boy. I wanted kids,
though. I liked the idea
of being a mother," she
said.
Mrs. Ebding said she
hoped the hospital could
provide a part-time
nurse to help her care
for the infants for a
while.
She has not yet
figured out how she will
feed five infants at one
time. Nor does she know
how seven people will fit
in the Ebdings' twobedroom apartment.
"It's going to be pretty crowded. We're looking for another place,"
Mrs. Ebding said.
Ebding is a fast-food
cook. He said he'll be
looking for an extra job.

Kentucky Association for Gifted Education,
through its KAGE FOUNDATION, has announced that more than $4,000 will be available for
grants to gifted students through its summer
scholarship program. Foundation treasurer,
Dan Huffman of Ashland, noted that this amount
represents a considerable increase over 1985 and
indicated that it was made possible by increased
private and corporate donations to the KAGE
scholarship fund. Gifted elementary, junior and
senior high students may apply for these funds
and use them to attend special summer programs for the gifted sponsored by Kentucky's
colleges and universities. The KAGE organization is an advocacy and support group for gifted
education in the commonwealth, and has 6,000
members and nearly 50 affiliated chapters
across the state. Huffman noted that applications for the 1986 summer scholarship could be
obtained by writing the KAGE headquarters at
Box 2082, Owensboro, Ky. 42301.

Homepiace
Family Restaurant
8 Oz. Ribeye
Choice of potato,
tossed salad &
French bread.

'425
(Fri. & Sat. Everting Only —Jan

All You Can Eat Fish Special
Every Friday & Saturday Night

'
'42
1906 Coldwater Rd.

Everyday!
Items may not be
itaacUy as pictured
.

"Fiesta Days"
At

Fiesta Casa
Friday Night

$1

Buy One 8 Oz. Ribeye Mexicano,

King Chair $29.99

Off

receive a
•Ist 25 customers in wicker department will
whitewor e
and
arrangements
mode
Custom
FREE flower pot'
available soon!
Uncle diett'‘ Shopping Center
Hwy. 641 South

Terry's
Paint & Decorating
Southside Shopping Center
753-3321

$1

Sunday-All Day
"Mother's Day in February"
Mom, bring Dad and the kids in and Mom EATS FREE!

Lunch Specials

Beatrice

Large
Shelf
$79.99

759-1864

Saturday-All Day

del mar

0

1st

Buy One Chimichanga, Get Second For

Del Mar
Mini Blinds

50%

Save
Up To

31st 8. Feb

"Dollar Days" This Weekend

(Inside Uncle Jeff's)

75

Camera Club will meet

Mr. and Mrs. Troy Conner of Rt. 1, Benton, are
the parents of a daughter, Mallory Gail,
weighing seven pounds one ounce, born on Friday, Jan. 17, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The mother is the former Cindy
Powell. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Marlie
Conner of Brewers and Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Powell of Benton. Great-grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Creason of Brewers, Mrs. Clotene
Mohler and the late Willie Mohler of Graves
County, Dorothy and Elgin Alexander and the
late Yates Powell of Benton. Great-greatgrandmothers are Mrs. Ila Perry of Brewers and
Mrs. Onie West of Gob.

Get Second One For

Grand Opening
Friday, Jan. 31st

.

759-1322
1101 Story
Baby Cockatlels
(3 Only)
a
Dog Grooming

number of women
physician graduates of
20 years ago.

Recital on Sunday

5. "Elvis and Me,"
Priscilla Beaulieu
Presley
6. "Women Who Love
Too Much," Robin
Norwood
7. "Jane Brody's Good
Food Book," Jane
Brody
8. "A Passion for Excellence," Peters and
Austin
9. "The Frugal
Gourmet," Jeff Smith
10. "I Never Played
the Game," Howard
Cosell

Women's Guild of St. Leo's Catholic Church
will meet Tuesday, Feb. 4, for mass at 10 a.m. at
the church. A business meeting and Valentine
program will follow in the Parrish Center. Provisions will be made for preschoolers. Persons
should call 753-8611 by noon on Monday for
preschooler service.

Mallpry G. Conner born

Two years ago the total members of the Class of
number of medical 1985. This was approxschool applicants was imately 10 times the
smaller than it had been
the year before, the first
time in 25 years that this
had been the case.
As a result, a number
of medical schools have
reduced the size of their
classes because of the
decrease in the number
of applicants.
On the other hand, 11
of the nation's 127
medical schools
graduated 200 physicians or more lasryear.
The largest
graduating class was
308 physicians at the
combined University of
Illinois schools of
medicine. The
Morehouse School of
Medicine, in Atlanta,
had the smallest
graduating class — its
first — with 20.
Women made up 5,000

Best selling books
of week are named

Guild plans meeting

Southwestern District Dental Assistants Society will meet Tuesday, Feb. 4, at 7:30 p.m. at
Westen Kentucky Vocational School, Paducah.
Dr. Jerry Sells, dentist from Benton, will be the
guest speaker.

Graduating physicians may decrease
WASHINGTON (API
— The number of physicians graduating annually from American
medical schools probably has peaked and
will decline within a few
years, according to Internal Medicine News.
In 1985, the number of
physicians graduated
was 16,318. The number
of graduating physicians should remain
steady at this rate,
which represents an increase of 2,600
graduates, compared
with a decade ago, for
the next few years.
At that time, the annual number of medical
school graduates should
begin to gradually
decline, says. the
medical publication.
Enrollments in
medical schools have
dropped off, the Internal
Medicine News notes.

vas Lab for Health-Care Technologies, Inc.
Grandparents are Mr and Mrs. Lloyd Boyd of
Murray and Mr. and Mrs. William Cortwright of
Muncie, Ind. A great-grandmother is Mrs.
Preston Boyd of Owensboro.

Dental group will meet

will be the source of all future
publication," he said.
Still, Guralnik said, he doubts
some predictions that the dictionary business will become a
"cottage industry," with editors
communicating over a network
from terminals at their homes.
Constant interpersonal contact
is still necessary, he said.
Eventually, he said, there will
be a wide enough range of
reading material accessible by
computer so that more citational work will be done
automatically.
Even then, computers will not
be able to put dictionaries
together.
"It will still take a human
mind, preferably a poetic
mind," he said.
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RAs plan Saturday event

Royal Ambassadors, grades 4 to 6, of First
Baptist Church will take a trip to the Land Between the Lakes from 1 to 4:30 p.m. on Saturday,
Feb. 1.
•

Word Collector — David B.
Guralnik, editor in chief of the
Webster's New World Dictionary of the American
Language, poses in his
Cleveland office with the standard reference work.
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Monday thru Friday
$359

Fajitas•Chili Rellenos•Flautas•Chimichangas

Fiesta Casa
Authentic Mexican Food

Hwy 641 North
(Old Boston Tea Party Location)

753-3317

a
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Coming community events announced
Thursday,Jan. 30
Thursday, Jan. 31
Murray Sirigie ConGeraldGardner will
nection will meet at 7 present a free lecture
p.m. in third floor titled "Censorship in TV
classroom, Education and Music" at 8 p.m. in
Building. First United Curris Center Theater,
.Methodist Church. For Murray State
information call 759-4940 University. •
or 436-2174.
— — — —
Studio production of
-AA and Al-Anon will "The Constituents" will
have closed meetings at be presented in Wilson
8 p.m. at First Christian Hall Studio II at Murray
Church, Benton. For in- State University at 7
formation call 753-0061, p.m. Admission is $2 or
762-3399, 753-7764 or by season ticket.
753-7663.
— —— —

Thursday. Jan. 30
Public hearing on proposed changes to KRS
314 concerning nurses is
scheduled at 7 p.m. in
Broadway Methodist
Church, Paducah.

Friday, Jan. 31

Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
— — — —
Mothers Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
- Jan. 31
Friday,
Christian Church.
Square and round
— —— —
dancing with music by
Greater Paducah
Sharecropper band will Chapter of Parents
be from 7:30 to 11 p.m. Without Partners will
at Lynn Grove Roller have a "unbirthday"
Rink.
potluck at 7 p.m. in Irvin
——— —
Cobb Ballroom, Sixth
Hazel and Douglas and Broadway,
Paducah. For information call 1-443-6865 or
1-554-3425.
— ———
Murray High Varsity
girls and boys will play
basketball games with
Heath at MHS. Pep
Band will play.
————
Games are scheduled
at 8 p.m. at Murray
Moose Lodge.
—— — —
1 Session $4 5 Sessions $16
AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.
10 Sessions $30
Kevil Center, South 10th
Street Extended,
P4
/bilir.,
Mon.-Fri. 9-10, Sat. 7-7, Sun. 12:30-6:30.
Mayfield.
*Give A Gift Certificate To Your Valentine!
— ———
alt
Studio production of
110
"The Constituents" will
be presented at 7 p.m. in
Wilson Hall Studio II,
Murray State University. Admission is $2 or by
w..111,
901 Coldwater
season ticket.
1/ 1.10frOVIIIP
753-8477
— — ——
4116API° 10 b
Championship Rodeo,
AUG'IF VI V VII*
sponsored by Fowlkes

Friday,Jan. 31
Rodeo, Inc. will be
from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. at
West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition Center.
— —— —
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Skywalk at 2 p.m.
and The Comet at 1 and
3 p.m., both at Golden
Pond Visitor Center
Planetarium. Also
squirrel, raccoon and
opossum seasons close
in Kentucky and
Tennessee.
— — — —
Saturday, Feb. 1
Temple Hill Lodge
No. 276 Free and Ac-

Saturday, Feb. 1
cepted Masons will
meet at 7 p.m at lodge
hall.
— ———
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Eagles field trip
at 9 a.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center; Skywalk
at 2 p.m. and The Comet
at 1 and 3 p.m., both at
Golden Pond Visitor
Center Planetarium.
— — ——
Household shower for
Harvey and Karen
Puckett who lost their
home and contents by
fire will be from 1 to 4
p.m. at Dexter Community Center.

TAN EVERYDAY IN FEBRUARY
FOR ONLY

$50!

bp
a.

bp
The Tropics
weir.
gr19440
Tanning Salonovo
lve
a Ivy v

AFTER-INVENTORY
Program presented
Sylvia Garrison, left, and Emily Miller
presented a program on "Williamsburg
Christmas Crafts" at a relent meeting of the
Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's
Club. Department officers are Mona Blankenship, Elizabeth Pasco, Kathy Kopperud and Cindy Anderson.

—BREAKFAST SPECIAL
2
/
1

Order Center Cut Country Ham
2 eggs, hashbrowns,
toast or biscuits & gravy

$25°

(Good through Sunday, Feb. 2)

Homeplace
Family Restaurant
759-1864

1906 Coldwater

Coats • Jackets • Sweaters • Skirts
Blouses • Pants • Dresses • Shirts & More!
We've taken our
counts and are now
taking steps to make
room for new spring
fashions — which
means huge savings
for you!

4
,
:$0
4010. .

,..

S

Saturday, Feb. 1
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
H. Crider will be
honored in celebration
of 50th wedding anniversary with a reception in
Community Room of
North Branch of
Peoples Bank from 2 to 4
p.m. The family requests that guests not
bring gifts.
— — ——
Annual Knights
Templar Eye Foundation Benefit Country
Ham Breakfast will be
served from 6 a.m. to Ah.
p.m. in Mayfield High
School Commons. Cost
will be $4 for all you can
eat.
————
Murray High
Freshmen and J.V.
Girls will play Calloway
County High School *t. 1
p.m. at Murray High
School.
————
Community Theatre
will present "The Devil
and His Three Golden
Hairs" at 2 p.m. at
Calloway Public
Library.
————
Couples Bridge with
Jim and Janice Johnson
as hosts is scheduled at
7:30 p.m. at Oaks Country Club.
————
AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion Hall,
South. Sixth and Maple
Streets.
————
Lady Racers will play
Austin Peay at 5 p.m.
followed by Racers and
Austin Peay at 7:30 p.m.
at Racer Arena, MSU.
Admission is $5.
————
Drawings, sculpture
and works in other
media by FBA candidate Rachael Whitfield will be on exhibit
on upper level of Eagle
Gallery, fourth floor,
Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University today through Feb. 9.
No admission is
charged.
————
Open Racquetball
Tournament will start
at Carr Health Building,
Murray State
University.
————
Championship Rodeo
will be from 2 to 4 p.m.
and 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. at
West Kentucky

....CLEANEST
"DOUBLE CLEAN"'
KEROSENE HEATER

s Original Markdown A DA YS
Price '
Price
IP ONLY

:POLYHLLED $6599 $4999
:JACKETS
:SHAKER
:SWEATERS 16.99 s14.")
3 CORDUROY
:PANTS
'20" '16."

FEATURING
HEAT RANGE
ADJUSTABLE
30%

531.02

7"

TOP CHAMBER reburns the
fuel ot0 hotter temperature,
resulting in o cleaner more
efficient use of fuel

o kerosene
AT LAST
beater that on be turned
without prodown solely
ducing hazardous emissions

5987

CPSC CONFIRMS KEROSENE HEATER EMISSIONS BREAKTHROUGH

4

DAYS OF EXTRA SAVINGS &
ADDITIONAL DISCOUNTS!

Consumer products Safety Commission
tests confirmed the Toyostove Double
Clean line of portable heaters ore up to
IS times cleaner for carbon monoxide
((0) and five times cleaner fownitrogen
dioxide (NO„) emissions when cam -

pored to CPSC recommended hints
The study indicated the Double Clean
patented two-chomber combustion system produces CO ond NO, ot levels for
below oil other kerosene heaters tested

THURSDAY THRU
SUNDAY ONLY!
Regular markdown
prices return
Monday.

er-

$9995

DC-80

AGIMOVIIISLE FUEL TANA
Heat Rating 9.600 BTU h
Fuel Capacity I 24 Gol
Burning Time 18-2S Hrs

*19995

Heat Rating: 13,500 8TU/h
Fuel Capacity: 1.7 Gal.
Burning Time: 17-24 Hrs.

Use your Fashion Bug Charge, VISA, MasterCard or American Express,

Nov GIRLS SIZES 7-14
Now available in many stores.

ACA37f
Built tx fon

$15995

Toyostove roosts dote codes for unmated hooters. Don't buy ony hooter urdll
you compare Toyostove quality and features.

1986 MODEL
FREE WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY
HEATER
TOYOSTOVE DOUBLE CLEAN
Fk)Wft,f. I

,
ph°

4auk•A
$KIM TOTAL RETAIL VALUE!
We Service What We Sell

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER, MURRAY• OPEN DAILY 10-9: SUN 1-5

Saturday,Feb. 1
Livestock and Exposition Center.
Sunday, Feb.2
AA will have a closed
meeting at 4 p.m. at
American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets. For
Information call
753-0061, 762-3399 or
753-7764.
——— —
Open Racquetball
Tournament will continue in Carr Health
Building, Murray State
University.
————
Anne Lough, soprano,
will present a free
senior recital at 2 p.m.
In Farrell Recital Hall,
Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State
University.
————
John Schlabach,
trumpet, and Scott
Erickson, oboe and bassoon, with Richard Scott
as pianist, will present a
free recital at 3:30 p.m.
in Farrell Recital Hall,
Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State
University.
————
Murray -Calloway
Swim Team will practice at 1 p.m. at Carr
Health Building, Murray State University.
For information call
759-4538.
————
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Skywalk at 2 p.m.
and The Comet at 1 and
3 p.m., both at Golden
Pond Visitor Center
Planetarium.
————
Student Financial
Workshop will be from 2
to 3:30 p.m. in Calloway
County Public Library.
This is for all students
and parents of Murray
and Calloway County
and other interested
persons.
————

Methodist
Women hear
their pastor
The Rev. A. Nowell
Bingham, pastor, spoke
at a meeting of the First
United Methodist
Church Women held on
Tuesday, Jan. 7, in the
social hall of the church.
"His thoughts, focusing primarily on his
spiritual journey were
not only interesting but
became sources of inspiration and thoughtful
spiritual introspection
as well," said Joyce
Fortin, publicity
chairman.
The speaker was introduced by Margaret
Owens, vice president.
The devotion in music
was directed by Jan
Kelly. Lois Sparks,
president, presided.
A light soup and sandwich luncheon was
prepared and served by
the officers.
Assisting with the luncheon and decor were
Lois Sparks, Margaret
Owens, Inez Jones, Joan
Whayne, Marjorie
Crass, Mary Montgomery, Mae Belle
Byers and Joyce Fortin.
The UMW will meet
Tuesday, Feb. 4, at
11:30 a.m. for a luncheon meeting. Stacey
Murdock, guest
speaker, will present a
program on
"Indonesia."

.
*
Schorr nat
corresponde,ht
WASHINGTON (AP)
— Former CBS
newsman Daniel Schorr
has been named national affairs correspondent for National Public
Radio.
He will provide commentary for the
weeknight broadcast
"All Things Considered" and cover
Washington stories for
"Weekend Edition" on
Saturday morning.
Since leaving Cable
News Network last
year, Schorr has been
providing some reports
for NPR on a free-lance
basis
"I've never met a
'hungrier' and more
energetic 69-year-old,"
said Robert Siegel,
Schorr's new boss

4
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Bill would allow optometrists to use drugs in treatment
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP I —
Kentucky optometrists would be
allowed to use eye drops and
other external drugs to treat eye
problems under a bill approved
by a House committee.
Opponents of the bill, which
already has narrowly passed the
Senate by a 19-17 vote, say the
change could endanger the lives

and sight of patients.
The Business Organizations
and Professions Committee on
Wednesday passed the measure
12-2, with two representatives
abstaining.
The committee also rejected
an attempt to amend the bill to
hold optometrists to the same

Bill snagged
in Senate
committee
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A
bill intended to shore up Kentucky's vital-statistics reporting
system has become snagged in a
Senate committee because of
some much-disputed language
about birth, death and abortion.
"This whole idea needs to be
reconsidered from end to end,"
William E. Doll Jr., a lobbyist
for the Kentucky Medical
Association, said Wednesday
when the Senate Health and
Welfare Committee opened
hearings on Senate Bill 19.
Sen. Henry Lackey, sponsor of
the bill for the Cabinet for
Human Resources, said it was
"obvious we're going to have
trouble passing this bill, even
nut nf here "

Tax breaks
included in
support bill
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The state would give private investors who support Kentucky
businesses up to $7 million in tax
breaks under a bill passed by a
House committee.
The investors would qualify
for the tax incentive by making
a capital investment of $15
million to $20 million in about 40
companies — most. of them in
Kentucky. The investment
would be spread over five to 10
years.
The Agriculture and Small
Business- Committee
unanirrrously approved the
Venture
Fund," which would be a forprofit agency of corporate, bank
and individual investors.
The bill, sponsored by Rep.
Ramsey Morris Jr., DHopkinsville, has a provision
which would require investments to be made in small
businesses.
The state tax break would
equal 40 percent of the invested
funds, up to a limit of $7 million
over three years.

standard of care as
ophthalmologists and other
physicians.
Optometrists, who measure
vision and prescribe glasses, are
now allowed to use drugs externally, but only to diagnose eye
problems. Ophthalmologists,
medical doctors who treat eye
diseases, are certified to use

The bill, sponsored by Sen.
Greg Higdon, D-Fancy Farm,
would require optometrists to
complete six semester hours of
coursework before they are permitted to use drugs in treatment. They also would have to

take two credit hours of continuing education courses each year.
Rep. Louie Guenthner, RNorthfield, attempted to amend
the bill in committee to require
optometrists using drugs in
long-range treatment to provide
a standard of care equal to that
of ophthalmologists and
physicians.

AT FANTASTIC SAM'S
By Abigail
Van Buren

Eating Habits Are More
Than a Matter of Taste
DEAR ABBY: Recently my wife
and I toured England, Scotland,
Wales and Ireland, and we noticed a
strange habit in all these countries
that puzzled and disturbed us. While
eating, they held their forks upside
down as compared to the way we
Americans hold ours.
I tried to explain to them that the
fork is curved so as to facilitate the
lifting of the food to the mouth.
They "rake" their food onto the fork
with their knife. (And you should
see how they eat their peas!)
Also, after cutting meat, they AO
not set the knife down and change
the fork from the left hand to the
right; they eat left-handed, which
looks rather awkward.
When I mentioned this to an
Englishman, he laughed and said,
"We are one up on you; switching
the fork from the left hand to the
right hand is wasted motion."
Abby, please inform us as to
where they acquired these strange
eating habits.
THE WILBURS
IN BELFAIR, WASH.

DEAR WILBURS:Their habits
evolved from custom. Don't
complain;the English have come
a long way from the days when
King Henry VIII ignored the
utensils, ate with his hands and
tossed the bones over his
shoulder!

DEAR NAMELESS: You were
right—your marital status had
nothing to do with your goiter,
but you knuckled under because
you were intimidated by "those
in charge." Your hospital may
have been the exception; the
only information required for
an X-ray is: name,address, date
of birth and who is going to pay
for it.

DEAR ABBY: A Chicago reader
wanted to know what happened to
the grocer, pharmacist, milkman,
etc. who used to give her mother
such beautiful calendars for Christmas, she had a hard time deciding
which one to hang in her kitchen.
I can tell her. They have been put
out of business by the giant chain
stores because so many people shop
only where they get the lowest price.
I can't blame anyone for wanting to
get the best deal possible, but if you
want service, search out the small
locally owned business, where the
owner works shoulder to shoulder
with his or her employees.
You may have to pay a little more
than the discount store charges, but
remember the old saying, "You get
what you pay for."
PAUL EICH HORN, DENVER

the admittance form when she

entered the hospital. You said she
didn't have to.
I refused to disclose my "marital
status" on a similar form when I
was scheduled for a goiter X-ray,
and I was informed that unless I
completed the form there would be
no X-ray! The argument that my
marital status had nothing to do
with my goiter fell on deaf ears to
those in charge.
NAMELESS
IN PENNSYLVANIA

Reg.

OWNED & OPERATED BY TOM & YVONNE KEY
NO APPOINTMENTS NECESSARY
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK 9-6 MON.-SAT.
(9-7 THURS.)
allillin
VISA I

MODEL I9PF3742

Ala
A MOISTURE

QUOTIENT.
pociflaCISSL msal CA*
OMER

•••

Fantastic Sam's
Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky. 42071
753-0542

0SanLis

THE ORIGINAL FAMILY HAIRCUTTERS:

DEAR DIFFICULT: I belong

to the "do-unto-others" school.
Were I the hostess and a guest
was served a drink with lipstick
on the glass, I would appreciate
having it called to my attention.

Make Your Retirement DreamsA Reality!

348

MODEL 25PF6802
• Lighted channel numbers tor easy
viewing
• Color Monitor System automatically
adjusts color
• Distinctive styling
• Cabuset constructed of vinyl-clad wood
composition board

Open a Lincoln Federal IRA Today!
Get the tax advantages of an IRA today so you can enjoy the comforts of
retirement tomorrow. IRA contributions are tax deductible and taxes on
earnings are deferred. Other benefits of a Lincoln Federal IRA:

468

• Guaranteed high rates of return
• Compounded interest
Principal-balance-not-subjeetta market fluetuati.ma
• Federally insured up to $100.000 by the FSLIC
• No hidden fees, commissions, or distribution costs
• Low minimum balance
• Comprehensive quarterly statements
• Bonus rates for rollovers of $25,000 or more, currently paying up to

_

_mewl

"NIMpliND

LOW INTEREST RATES!

it /
VHS VCR
MODEL IVCR6004X

15 Function Wireless Infrared Remote
Control
• Four Program. 14 Day Timer. Tape
Counter Memory. Program Memory
•

Backup

Fantastic Sam's
2608 Park Ave.
Paducah, Kyo 42001
442-4386

The original family haircuttere

DEAR ABBY: What would you
have done if you were served a drink
with lipstick on the rim of the glass?
This took place at the home of an
acquaintance, not a close friend.
DIFFICULT DILEMMA

We Bring Good
Things To life

• Electronic Tuning -- 14 Position;82

GFargastic1

!!!!
MIIMMOOMIS.

25" Diagonal CONSOLE
COLOR TV

• Programmable scan remote control with
112-channel cable capability
• High Contrast picture tube gives blacker
blacks and richer colors
• Color Monitor- system automatically
adjusts color
• Woodgrain finish on high impact plastic

Look and feel
THIS WITH
fantastic when our
ONLY
professional and attentive
$2
7"
haircare specialists "give you
Expires Feb. 1
our high quolity, salon-perm featuring Helene Curtis
products - all at a Fantastic price!

DEAR PAUL:Right on!

DEAR ABBY: I take exception to
your response to the person who
didn't want to state her religion on

19" Diagonal PORTABLE
COLOR TV

Channels

drugs in long-range treatment
as well.

'348

FREE WARRANTY!
LONG MONTHLY
PAYMENTS!
FAST, EFFICIENT
SERVICE!
LARGE INVENTORY!
HOME OWNED!

9.60%, yielding 9.95% skffective throuth 2-2-86)
-

Don't be a dreamer. Prepare now for your retirement!
It's never too late to open an IRA.
Lincoln Federal says YES to your IRA needs!

LINCOLN

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
212 East Main Street — 753-1586
Howard Coy 8 John Simmons Owners

FEDERAL SAVINGS'
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
Murray 759-1234

Other

U*0

•

lbw Uwe brie to SIM NO

1300 Johnson Blvd.,
Kentucky,
Toll Free 1-800-292-4561
areas in
Interest Rate Hotline - 753-4184
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Legislative briefs

FRANKFORT, Ky.( AP) — Two major pieces of the Kentucky
Labor Cabinet's 1986 legislative package — bills to raise the state
minimum wage and to eliminate an overtime exemption for some
employers — have been approved by the Senate Labor and Industry Committee.
A third bill, to eliminate the "tip credit" of restaurant owners,
was deferred Wednesday amid fears that the bills would get bogged down in the full Senate if presented at one time.
The Kentucky Retail Federation-Restaurant Association is opposing all three bills.
Senate Bill 143 would increase the state minimum hourly wage
to $3.35, equalling the federal rate, from $2.60, where it has been
since 1982. The bill still would exempt employers who do less than
$95,000 in business per year, however.
The higher rate would increase gross pay for a 40-hour week to
$134 from $104.
Charlie McCoy, director of the cabinet's Division of Employment Standards, said enactment of SB 143 "would help those
workers who've got very little government clout."
However, it's unclear how many workers would be affected.
McCoy said, with the best estimate being 60,000 to 105,000.
SB 144 would remove the 12-year-old exemption from overtime
for retailers, restaurants, hotels and motels. John Hinkle of the
retail-restaurant trade organization said it would affect 21,400
employers.
The committee passed over SB 145, which would eliminate the
tip credit, when Sen. Kelsey Friend questioned "the wisdom of
shooting them all out (of the committee) at one time."
Restaurant owners can now credit employees' tips against half
of the minimum wages paid. Hinkle warned that the change
would increase payroll costs as much as 157 percent for 5,000 to
6,000 restaurants.
————
FRANKFORT, Ky. (A?) — A bill to require statewide implementation of a personal-attendant program for (10"PrP1V

disabled adults has been approved by the Senate Health and
Welfare Committee.
A pilot program has been administered by the Cabinet for
Human Resources for 100 people, whose attendants help them
with such routine chores as getting in and out of bed, dressing,
feeding and bathing.
The idea is to enable the patients to live at home, rather than
having to be placed in a nursing home.
The cabinet included continuation for the pilot program in its
budget, but Senate Bill 84, sponsored by Sen. Danny Meyer,
would mandate statewide start-up for at least 800 patients.
Meyer, D-Louisville, conceded Wednesday that the cost would
be millions of dollars, at $5,500 per slot, but less costly than nursing homes.
Many of the program's beneficiaries hold jobs and "are in control of their life, but they have to be helped some," Meyer said.
His bill originally specified services to 200 people, but Meyer
amended it to 800.
"As long as I'm going to have to look for some money, I may as
well try to get all that I can," he said.
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — The Senate Banking and Insurance
Committee has unanimously approved a bill to bar insurance
companies from refusing to issue or renew an automobile policy
because of marital status.
Sen. Jack Trevey, R-Lexington, said Wednesday that he is
sponsoring Senate Bill 86 because of complaints from divorced
women who can't get coverage.
The committee also unanimously approved a measure to prohibit automobile insurers from charging a handicapped person
higher premiums, as long as the person can drive with
mechanical assistance.
The bill also would prohbit an insurer from using the handicap
as a reason to cancel, or refuse to renew or issue a policy.

Student financial aid
workshop to be held
Representatives of Murray
State University will join
counselors from both Calloway
County High School and Murray
High School for a Student Financial Aid Workshop on Sunday
afternoon, Feb. 2, at the Calloway
County Public Library.
Scheduled from 2 to 3:30 p.m.,
the workshop is designed to provide information for both parents
and students concerning student
financial aid opportunities for the
1986-87 academic year at Murray
State.
Johnny McDougal, director of
student financial aid on the campus, is urging all students from
the two local high schools who
will be seeking grants, loans
and/or student employment next
year to attend with their parents.
He will present an overview of
federal and state funding for
1986-87 and a description of the

types of financial aid available,
including grants, loans and student employment.
Other representatives of the
Student Financial Aid Office who
will make presentations are
Charles Vinson, loan-grant coordinator, and Joyce Gordon, student employment coordinator.
Vinson will review the financial
aid application filing process and
provide some suggestions on how
students can secure maximum
financial aid. Mrs. Gordon will
discuss student employment programs for students who wish to
work part-time while in school
and for those who wish to explore
employment
summer
opportunities.
Assisting with the workshop
will be counselors Larry Paschall
and Marion O'Rourke of
Calloway County High School and
Wanda Laird of Murray High
School.

Your Individual -

Horoscope

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A bill to require counselors in
elementary schools was approved by the Senate Education Committee, but with indications that it will undergo major changes.
Senate Bill 26, whose primary sponsor is Sen. Henry Lackey,DHenderson, would require one counselor for every 800 pupils in
kindergarten through eighth grade. Its estimated cost would be
$24 million over the next two fiscal years.
Sen. David Karem, D-Louisville, said Wednesday he would
rather take the money and hite more teachers to further reduce
class sizes. Sen. Nelson Allen, the committee chairman, said
Karem's point was valid.
Allen, D-Greenup, also raised the possibility of restricting the
scope of SB 26 to certain grades.
The bill will go next to the Senate Appropriations and Revenue
Committee for review, said Sen. Joe Wright, a member of both
committees.

Fraaces Drake

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR FRIDAY, JANUARY 31, 1986
SCORPIO
ARIES
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
You'll shine in group activities
Continued luck is with you on the
today. It's a good time to communi- home front. It's the perfect day for
cate your ideas. A partner has an family talks and important domestic
offbeat yet sensible suggestion. Enjoy decisions. Pet interests take priority.
SAGITTARIUS
friendships.
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
TAURUS
Catching up on correspondence
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
PI,
Plan important meetings now. and getting in touch with important
Career luck is with you. Public people are activities worth pursuing
speakers and writers enjoy unusual on this day when communicative
success. An innovative money plan is skills are accented.
CAPRICORN
workable.
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
GEMINI
more than $2 million in (May 21 to June 20)
You're on a roll regarding career!
scholarships.
You can really sell yourself today Follow up yesterday's leads. It's a
Chow, daughter of Chip Chow
and also give some good advice. Your good day to ask for a raise or to hold
of Lexington, attends Tates happy outlook brings out the best in other important money talks. Buy and
Weatherford,
Creek High School;
others. Leisure activities are high- sell.
son of Janice and Larry Weather- lighted.
AQUARIUS
ford of Murray,attends Calloway CANCER
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
CPA
County High School; Jordan, son (June 21 to July 22)
The right words come tripping off
of Patricia and John Jordan of
It's a good time to seek mortgages, your tongue today. You're articulate
Frankfort, attends Franklin High bank loans and credit. Partners are in and convincing. Travel prospects
School; Taylor, daughter of Elain agreement about joint financial inter- look good. Your optimism generates
and Truman Taylor of Louisville, ests. Freelancers receive assign- benefits.
attends Pleasure Ringe Park
PISCES
ments.
wifor
.11104
H.S.; Garrett, son of Nancy and LEO
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
You'll need time for yourself today
Robert Garrett of Maysville, at- (July 23to Aug.22)
An Impromptu trip may be on your for a pet project. Private talks,
tends Maysville High School; and
Noyd, daughter of Carol and agenda. It's a good time to sign enjoyable reading and mental work
Louis Noyd of Independence, at- papers and make agreements. Rap- are especially favored. Finances look
tends Simon Kenton High School. port with partners is great. So is good.
YOU BORN TODAY are an innovaromance.
Century III Leaders are
tive thinker and a good communicaVIRGO
selected on the basis of leadertor. Despite good business qualities,
ship skills, school and communi- (Aug.23 to Sept22)
Today you live up to the best of you're not always provident in the
ty involvement and awareness of
your sign. You're efficient, well use of your funds. It is important that
current events. The program proorganized, and on the ball, especially you like your work or you won't put
vides young leaders with a forum
on the job. Luck can't help but come forth the proper effort. You may have
to discuss solutions to problems
wilting, athletic and musical talents.
your way!
they will face as future leaders.
Change seems to be good for you, as
LIBRA
By preparing a "Projection for
et; it keeps you from getting into a rut
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
Innovative Leadership," each
You'll enjoy the company of young and also sparks your creativity.
student applies his/her analytical
people today. New ideas are plentiful Birthday of: Jackie Robinson, baseand creative thinking to a
and your creative powers are at a ball star; Tallulah Bankhead, actress;
challenge which America is
peak. Make sure you plan a special and Franz Schubert, composer.
facing. i
outing.

fp*

Weatherford named as scholarship finalist
Reston, Va. — The National
Association of Secondary School
Principals (NASSP) today named six Kentucky students — Hanna Chow of Lexington, Timothy

Weatherford of Murray, John
Jordan of Frankfort, Tracy
Taylor of Louisville, Robert Gan.:
rett of Maysville, and Janie
Noyd of Independence — as sta

semi-finalists for the 1986 Century III Leaders scholarship program. Each of the six was awarded a $100 college scholarship.
Century III Leaders is a national program for high school
seniors, designed to recognize
and develop outstanding leadership skills.
These six outstanding leaders
are among 510 students (10 from
each state and the District of Columbia) to receive 1986 Century
III Leaders scholarships.
"Such exceptional student
leaders are America's greatest
meeting future
hope for
challenges," said NASSP Executive Director Scott Thomson
in announcing the awards. "I am
certain their success as leaders
will far exceed our expectations."
Century HI Leaders is administered by NASSP and funded by the Shell Companies Foundation. Each year more than a
quarter of a million dollars in college scholarships is awarded to
program participants. During the
past 10 years, the Shell Oil Company, through its Shell Companies Foundation, has presented
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We are pleased to announce that
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Betty Boston
Jack Uddberg

South saw no reason to refuse the
first club trick, since he did have
two sure stoppers in the suit. Unfortunately, two sure stoppers were
not enough. The defenders, who had
two sure stoppers of their own, won
the race for tricks.
South won East's club king with
his ace and started diamonds.(Without that suit, South could count only
eight winners.) East took his diamond king and led his last club to
West's queen, South contributing

formerly associated with
First of Michigan Corporation
have ioined Hilliard Lyons

40%To
Off
%
70
All Fall & Winter

as investment brokers
at our new location.
Woodmen Building
300 Maple Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
(502) 753-3366
New Phone Number

NORTH
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•Q J 10 7 5
4 10 6 5 4

The Hilliard Lyons difference ...
creating capital for Ely
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Store Opens 12:00 Noon
Thursday January 30th
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"Delay is preferable to error."
— Thomas Jefferson.

and

SALE

BOBBY WOLFF

WEST
•10 4
•5 43
•A 3 2
4 Q 9 8 72

F•Owners and S I PI

EAST
•J 9 8 7 2
•J 10 9 8
•K 4
•K3
SOUTH
•A 6 5 3
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Now Open For Lunch

Vulnerable: Both. Dealer: South
The bidding:
East
North
West
South
All pass
3 NT
Pass
1 NT
Opening lead - Club seven
the jack. The club eight drove out
dummy's 10, and when West won his
diamond ace, West collected two
more club winners for down one.
South makes his gamt if he forgoes developing a sure second club
winner. East's club king is allowed
to hold, and the likely return of a
club goes to South's ace. (A heart
switch would cause problems.) A diamond goes to East's king, but East
has no club to return.(Had he held a
third club and led it, the defenders
would have won only four tricks.)
East's spade shift is won in dummy and another diamond goes to
West's ace. West must now cash his
club queen or lose it. Either way,
South's holdup on the first club trick
nets him game and rubber.
BID WITH THE ACES
I -30-B

South holds
•J 9 8 7 2
•J 10 9 8
•K 4
4K 3

Every Monday thru Saturday at 11 a.m.

so.

00

Central Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.

reek6J

111M-11111

ED

Serving Daily Plate Lunches For $300
plus
Luncheon Sized Fish & Seafood Platters
Hwy 641 North, Murray, Ky. Open 11 a.m Mon.-Fri. 4:00 p.m. Sat.
753 4141

*casi

North
1•
2+

South
1+

ANSWER: Two diarnohds. NOT
strong enough to introduce hearts or
to bid two no-trump Show the preference and leave the rest to partner
Send bridge questions to The Aces, P 0 Box
12343, Dallas, Texas 75225, with self-addressed.
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright 1984 United Feature Syndicate
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McDonald...
(Cont'd from page I)
tog center at Murray State
University, is providing curricular materials and teachers.
McDonald praised Hudson for
helping her employees earn high
school diplomas and setting an
example to encourage the
private sector to offer similar incentive programs.
"Since 47 percent of Kentucky's adults 25 years and older
don't have a high school
diploma, it is crucial to our
state's economic survival to
prepare a better-trained work
force," McDonald said.
"Bringing classes to the
workplace is an excellent way to
encourage adults to complete
their education. Not only will the
park employees now studying
for their diplomas grow professionally and personally, but
local economies will be enhanced by increased incomes."
Mary Ray Oaken, special projects coordinator for the department's division of adult education at Murray State University,
said 35 students were enrolled in
the state parks' classes, which
meet two nights a week for three
hours. Space is available for 15
more, she said.
CONSTRUCTION WORK CONTINUES — Renovation of the Boy
Scout Museum on the Murray State University campus is continuing this week and pictured above are employees of J.E. Campbell of South Fulton, Tenn. as they install medium pressure ducts
to the top floor of the museum. Pictured from left are — Henry
Cobb,John Fulcher (climbing scaffold), Danny Fulcher standing
behind Larry Parrish. The sheet metal mechanics have completed approximately one-third of their part of the project, according to Cobb, who said that he and his crew will remain in Murray
for about three months working on the museum.

BIG, TALL AND
SHORT MEN
Suits
38-50 Long
38-44 Short

$89.95
Sport Coats
38-58 Long
$491
Corduroy Sport Coats
38-50 X-Long

$49 ,111

302 /4. 12th
753-5842

Leather Coats 38-52
Lightweight Jackets
X-Tall

38-58

Hip joint may
need replacing
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT — I'm told I have
septic necrosis. What causes this? Is
there anything I can do to help the
pain in my hip and groin, other than to
have an operation?
DEAR READER — Septic necrosis
refers to the breakdown of tissue from
infection. It is serious for a number of
reasons, not the least of which is that
the infection — if unchecked — can
spread. Antibiotics and surgical drainage are usually necessary components
of treatment.

MOBILE HOMES
MOBILE HOMES
MOBILE HOMES
We are your
Mobile Home
Insurance Headquarters

$27.50

Big & Tall Men's
Dress Shirts

CLARK CLOTHING
121 By-Pass, Murray
(next to Showcase)
753-3557

Open Saturdays 9 a.m.-1 p.m.

Read the
want ads
daily

From your question, I suspect that throat specialist to make sure someyou have misunderstood your doctor. I thing more unusual and serious isn't
think you most likely have a condition the cause of your problem.
DEAR DR. GOTT — What's wrong
called aseptic necrosis — that is,
breakdown of your hip joint from an with my nose? It's so red, people think
unknown, noninfective process. Some- I have been hitting the bottle, but I do
times aseptic necrosis can follow se- not drink.
DEAR READER — A purplish hue
vere arthritis or fracture of the
to the nose can indicate one of many
thighbone.
Surgery is usually necessary in or- skin conditions. Some can be cured by
der to remove the damaged tissue — dermatologists; others may be inheritand occasionally to insert a prothesis. ed and chronic. Rhinophyma, a comYou probably need hip replacement mon disorder of the nose, causes a
with a synthetic device. The operation fleshy, violacious discoloration that
is relatively safe and will enable you my require plastic surgery. The red
to remain active, with little or no pain, nose of the alcoholic is due to bloodvessel dilation caused by an un-neufor many years.
DEAR DR. GOTT — For the past tralized female hormone (in males), a
four to five years, my left ear has been result of liver disease. You are not a
picking up minute sounds and body drinker, so I think you should see a
movements as I rest,and converting skin specialist to determine the cause
them into a thumping inside the ear. I of your problem.
What is hypoglycemia and how is it
don't recall any injuries or circumstances that would cause this. What treated? You can find out in Dr. Gott's
can be done to get rid of this problem? new Health Report on the subject.
DEAR READER — You seem to be Send 75 cents plus a long self-addescribing an audible pulsation in dressed,stamped envelope to P.O. Box
your ear. Although many people fre- 2597, Cincinnati, OH 45201. Be sure to
quently experience a sensation of ask for the Health Report on
pulse-like pounding in the ears, I think HYPOGLYCEMIA.
411141. NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
you should check with an ear, no and

DR.GOTT
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On Sale Novi!
Check Our Low

inseletion reduces heating and cooling costs by;insreasing the insulating value of interior walls and ceilings keeps your house
wormer in the winter and cooler in the summer. These energy and
fuel sayings will continue year after year.

Lincoln Federal says...

SUPER FLAT

4.49

"'moo mon KAT'Au.MOM

Reg 5.39

Mushroom Hickory or Autumn Oak Bungalow
Paneling. Simulated woodgrain finish on
Wood fiber substrate. 4' x 8 x 2

•
SUM PLAT
•Economical, attractive flat finish for walls, ceilings and woodwork •Dries fast •Water washable •Equipment cleans up with
water •In 800 colors

To Long Term
High Rate Insured CD's
Currently Paying*
Term

Fixed Rate

Effective
Annual Yield

2 year

8.40%

8.66%

3 year

8.80%

9.09%

4 year

9.00%

9.30%

Choice of
40, 60, 75
or 100 Watt

19.97
Reg 30 99
Speie lever Ilerfrk Reefer
Powerful 1400 watts Instant glow ribbon elements
with fon-forced circulahon Therm-O-Drol thermostat
and hp-over switch Overall size_ 15,
4- wide 10
high a 10 'Is deep 401440/1/1121O-11

4/1.14
Light Bulbs with irlide frost

.40
All Keys

513 689/40(0-36) 530 269/60(0-361
514 054/75(0-36) 530 278/100(0.361

7'
."....••••••••
"
•••••••

If you want to guarantee.a high rate of return for up to
10 years or keep your funds readily available, we have
the right combination for you. Interest is Compounded
Quarterly on some certificates, which gives you an
extra edge over similar investments that offer no compounding. Unlike other types of invatinents, there are
never any fees or hidden costs with Lincoln Federal
certificates. As always, your deposits are Insured by the
FSLIC to $100,000. Lincoln Federal says Yes with the
right Combination for your investments.
Substantial interest penalty for early withdrawal
'Rates subject to change without notice.

LINCOLN

FEDERAL -SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
Murray 759-1234
1300 Johnson Blvd.
Interest Rate Hotline - 753-4184

It
Swim.
t‘,.tiwasr
_.
"
.
.tteemeww
-.

i-Care y

C Tile

36.88

Reg 47 95

Vanity with 20- x 17" Top. Less
faucet Assembled 19" x 16" white
& gold base, marble top

34.88

9.9
Reg 55.99

Lighted Mirror Cabinet. Surface
mount Less bulbs

Smoke Detiater detects visible & invisible smoke. Loud alarm can awaken
sound sleepers. 9-volt battery lasts approximately one year. Battery includ
ed. a listed. 519 399/(1-6)

Good This PO. 4, 1040

Treas Dottcenter
ral NUN

ELL
....aim., Law wooer.Gm

4.4

Ilees1

Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
7594390 _
- Open 7 Datyp A Week
ak%
Your Complete Home Building Supply Center
*Other Locations — Benton & Lake City, KY*

-I

Murray Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-7

p.m., Sat. 8 a.m.-6 p.m., Sun. 1-S

if

p.m.

_J
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OBITUARIES
Mrs. Vera Walston Gillahan Mrs. Johnnie Mae Burton

Student is treated, released from hospital

1241 in McCracken The Perry vehicle failed
A Calloway County hospital spokesperson.
to yield the right of way
No details were County.
High School student was
Davidson was admit- and pulled into the path
treated and released available from the
Mrs. Vera Walston Mich., Mrs. Frank
Mrs. Johnnie Mae sisters, Mrs. Florence from the Murray - sheriff's department ted to the local hospital of the Davidson vehicle,
Gillahan, 86, of 209 Ir- (Kathryn) Gore, Rt. 3, Burton, 45, -sf 1040 Hudspeth and Mrs. An- Calloway County concerning how the ac- Monday and was releas- according to Trooper
ed Wednesday, accor- Richard Wright.
van St., Murray, died Benton, and Mrs. Mary Vance St., Parisi, Tenn., na Lois Urquhart, and Hospital early today cident occurred.
Two passengers in the
In a separate acci- ding to a hospital
Wednesday at 7:35 a.m. Arnold, Mayfield; three died Tuesday at 5 a.m. two brothers, James L. after being struck by a
Davidson vehicle, Barat Lourdes Hospital, nephews, Bobby Rudd, at Murray-Calloway Kenley and Glen A. vehicle in the tigh dent, Jeffrey D. David- spokesperson.
According to the Ken- bara Ward, 21, of 1206
Paducah.
school parking lot, ac- son, 22, of Lynnville,
Hardin, Euel Ray County Hospital. Her Kenley, all of Murray.
Also surviving are cording to the Calloway was admitted to the tucky State Police, Wilford Street,
Her first husband, Walston, Rt. 8, Benton, death followed a short
three uncles, three County Sheriff's Depart- Murray-Calloway Coun- Davidson was north- Mayfield. and Eddie
Okla •Walston, died in and Edward T. Walston, illness.
1955. She later married Benton.
Born April 15, 1940, in aunts and several nieces ment and the local ty Hospital for treat- bound on U.S. 45 and a Page, Jr., of Murray,
ment .of injuries he car driven by Emerline were uninjured and a
BeckUm Gillahan and
hospital.
she was the and nephews.
The funeral will be Murray
received in a two-car Perry, of Route 3, passenger in the Perry
The body will be
sushe died in 1975.
15,
Ellen
of
Haley,
Lue
Lena
daughter
Friday at 1 p.m. in the
Mrs. Gillahan was a
Goosby Kenley and the brought to the Mt. tained minor injuries collision Saturday at Paducah, was east- vehicle, Lena Perry, 55,
chapel of the BlalockHoreb Freewill Baptist and was treated and 4:16 p.m. at the in- bound on Kentucky 1241 of Route 3, Paducah was
member of First United
late
Johnny Kenley.
Coleman Funeral
Methodist Church.
She was a member of Church, Murray, at 5 released from the tersection of U.S. 45 entering an intersection also uninjured, accorHome.
Born Feb. 2, 1899, in
Mt. Horeb Freewill Bap- p.m. today (Thursday). hospital, according to a North and Kentucky near Leeder Bottom. ding to the state police.
Officiating will be the tist Church, Murray.
Visitation will be from 6
Marshall County, she
was the daughter of the Rev. A. Nowell
Survivors are her hus- to 7 p.m. tonight.
Graveside services
late Charlie Marshall Bingham. Gus Robert- band, Isiah Burton,
WASHINGTON (AP) .irork Land Co., that Ferdinand or Imelda to have grown in value
Rudd and Mary Jane son will be soloist.
Paris; one daughter, will be Friday at 11 a.m.
Imelda Marcos, first Philippine President Marcos actually owned to $350 million.
—
Burial will follow in Mrs. Clifford (Patsy) at the Murray City
Pugh Rudd.
of the Philippines, Ferdinand E. Marcos the properties.
lady
Rev.
Cemetery.'
City
Survivors include Murray
Hutcherson, and one Cemetery. The
The testimony conSolarz's conclusion
Friends may call at granddaughter, Lu- Charles Moody will said in 1984 she wanted had presented three of
three nieces, Mrs.
of
days
three
million
cluded
$70
the
was
commercial
realize
to
challenged
4
after
home
funeral
the
Mason (Anna Mary
ciana Ray, all of officiate.
Hamock Funeral from Manhattan real buildings to his wife as hearings spearheaded throughout the hearing
• McKeel, Ferndale, p.m. today (Thursday). Murray.
by Rep. Stephen Solarz, by Republican
Her mother, Mrs. Lue Home of Paducah is in estate investments by gifts.
But Politis and other D-N.Y., who contends members of the panel,
Ellen Kenley, Murray, charge of the 1987, a New York real
estate executive witnesses before the the testimony has pro- including Rep. Gerald
survives, along with two arrangements.
Donald V. Hirst, and Richard L. Hirst,
House Foreign Affairs vided convincing though Solomon, R-N.Y., who
testified.
M.D., 71, of Savannah, Seattle, Wash.; one
Victor Politis also subcommittee on Asian largely circumstantial said the probe has proGa., died Tuesday at his brother, Richard Hirst,
testified Wednesday he and Pacific affairs said evidence that Marcos duced "not one iota of
home. He had practiced Boise, Idaho; three
had been told by his they had no additional and his wife, despite evidence" that the
medicine in Council grandchildren; several
employer at the time, evidence, apart from their denials, invested Philippine first family
Bluffs, Iowa, before nieces and nephews.
Joseph Bernstein, co- what they had been told millions of dollars in has any connection with
FRANKFORT, Ky. ed into a third day proServices will be today
moving to Savannah.
of the New by Bernstein, that either New York property said the properties.
After
—
Insome
speculation president
mpted
(AP)
Dr. Hirst grew up in at 3:30 p.m. at the
Korea where his father, dependent Presbyterian deliberating for more about the jury's stance.
Franklin Circuit
than 17 hours, jurors
the late Jesse Watson Church, Savannah.
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made
William Graham
haven't
Judge
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Nice tried to settle the
Since the couple's
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Friday but said he needMrs. Studer said she obtained in Kenton
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Mills
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court
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when
Angeles,
Hirst Lee, Los
Studer said he planned his picture while watCalif.; three sons, and Weeks Funeral return today to try other defendants, all judge told her she could ching TV with his sitter, before the divorce.
ed_to move back to Covcurrent or _former take Benji Studer home
However, when Mrs. ington and try to get
Donald V. Hirst Jr., Home, Savannah, and again.
That the deliberation workers in her office, with her to Covington, Pam Robinson.
Robinson notified
Chicago, Ill., David R. the Miller Funeral
custody of Benji. He had
"I saw myself on TV
process has now stretch- are accused of a com- Ky.
authorities after the TV said he took his son
Hirst, Tacoma, Wash., Home, Hazel.
he
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told
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bined 47 counts of pershow, they arrested him
After the hearing, she
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personal work on state older children by. a missing
he works. Federal and was afraid Mrs.
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Kentucky News In Brief
but he failed to appear in court Tuesday when the
trial was scheduled to start.
Defendants were Lisa Polkamp, a staff
member at Possibilities Unlimited, and Andrew
Fleming and Shawn Haggerty, both of whom
were enrolled in the program.
Defense attorney Ken Smith moved for
dismissal and Judge Lewis Paisley approved the
motion.
Ms. Polkamp, Fleming and Haggerty were
among seven people who were charged last summer with holding young people in the drug
rehabilitation program against their wills. One
was acquitted in September and prosecutors
dismissed charges against three others. That left
only Ms. Polkamp, Fleming and Haggerty to
stand trial.
Mullins, a freshman at Eastern Kentucky
University in Richmond, could not be reached
for comment.
Paisley ordered that Mullins appear in court to
explain why he failed to show up for the trial.
——— —
LOUISVILLE, Ky.( AP) — Police are serving
arrest warrants on 90 suspected drug dealers
who were indicted on the basis of information
gathered over a year by an undercover narcotics
detective.
He played the part of a drug user and was able
to purchase cocaine, LSD and various narcotics
using $14,800 from the city police budget and
$5,000 from the federal Drug Enforcement

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API — The University of
Louisville surgical faculty has approved Dr.
William DeVries' application to join the School of
Medicine as a part-time instructor, with one
stipulation.
DeVries must agree to submit information
about his artificial heart research for review by
a special university board.
It waSn't-clear whether the surgical faculty
wants the board to review DeVries' work exclusively or share that role with a panel at
Humana Hospital Audubon.
Since DeVries moved from Utah to Louisville
18 months ago, his experiments have been
reviewed by the Audubon panel, which is made
up of private practice doctors who are active
members of the hospital staff.
The faculty's vote on Tuesday came several
months after DeVries applied for a clinical appointment to the university, which would allow
him to do some surgery and work more closely
with the school's medical experts in carrying out
his mechanical heart research.
His appointment must be approved by the
medical school dean and the board of trustees.
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Fayette District
Court has dismissed unlawful imprisonment
charges against three people who allegedly held
a Frankfort teen-ager in a drug rehabilitation
center here against his will.
Charges were filed by Kevin Mullins, now 19,

Administration
Police Chief Richard Dotson said the investigation began after the department received
numerous complaints about drug dealers in
downtown Louisville and the West End.
Maj. Wesley Crum, head of narcotics intelligence, said the undercover detective is a
former Bowling Green police officer who was
taken out of recruit training classes in
Richmond.
OWENSBORO, Ky.(AP) — Former City Commissioner Mike Wellman, convicted of six misdemeanors, must pay $2,500 in fines and spend two
months in the Daviess County Detention Center,
He was convicted Saturday by a jury that
recommended three four-month jail terms on
four counts of unlawful transaction with a minor
and two counts of impersonating a public
service.-District Judge Robert Goebel. El passing
sentence Tuesday, ordered that the jail terms be
served consecutively for a total of one year in
jail. But Goebel ordered Wellman released on
probation for two years after he goes to jail from
Feb. 10 to April 10.
The judge said Wellman can leave the jail for
10 hours each day so he can continue to run
Wellman's Bar-B-Q restaurant. The work
release will only be for six days of each week and
Wellman must remain in jail one day each week.
Wellman was convicted of providing two teen-

IIVI43
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3IENco el. ME

Committee.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) — The Kentucky
Farm Bureau board of directors has voted to
seek full funding for the calfhood vaccination
segment of the state's brucellosis control
program.
Brucellosis causes abortions in cattle. Farm
bureau officials said the vaccination program
was important to Kentucky, a cattle exporting
state, because some 24 other states require imported calves to be vaccinated before they're
allowed in.

Open Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
Fri. and Sat. 8-7

Prices Good 01-30-86 Thru 02-05-86
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age boys with a mild intoxicant and passing a
marijuana cigarette to one of them. He also was
convicted of impersonating a police officer by
flashing his souvenir city commissioner badge at
two other teen-agers.
——— —
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The Jefferson
County Democratic Executive Committee will
attempt to bring the party's national convention
to Louisville in 1992.
County Chairman Bob Butler said a committee
of city and state civic and political leaders is being formed to push Louisville as the host city.
Butler said the effort will include Gov. Martha
Layne Collins, U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford and
others.
Butler said the time is too short for Louisville
to bid for the 1988 convention site, which hasn't
been announced by the National Democratic
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Hardin wins game for Kentucky with 22-foot buzzer shot
• By AUSTIN WILSON
AP Sports Writer
BATON ROUGE, La.
( AP ) - It was a shot,
said Kentucky coach
Eddie Sutton, that
guard Roger Harden
will remember the rest
of his life.
With the game tied at
52-all, Harden drove
from his own baseline to
within 22 feet of the
basket, then lofted a
shot as the buzzer went
off. It swished through,
and eight-ranked Kentucky had a 54-52 victory
over 17th-ranked LSU
Wednesday night.

"To be honest, I knew
the minute I let it go that
it wss going down,"
Harden said after the
game.
"When I got my hands
on it at the baseline, I
knew I was going to
shoot it."
Sutton said Harden's
shot makes him a better
coach. "Part of
coaching is making people believe they can hit
the big shots," he said.
Sutton said that after
LSU's Derrick Taylor
hit a jumper from the
top of the key to tie the
game at 52-all with six

Last shot
beats LSU,
54-52
seconds to go, he considered - briefly calling a timeout to set
up a play.
"If there had been
more than six seconds
left, I would have called
timeout. But that would

give them time to set
their defenses, so we
just went with it," he
said.
LSU coach Dale
Brown said he was proud of his team, which
played without starting

and 8 - 1 in the
Southeastern Conference. LSU is 16-4 and
4-4 in the SEC.
Sutton said he considered using a fullcourt press to wear LSU
down, but realized it
might backfire. He said
his team has a game
against Auburn at home
of Friday and then at
North Carolina State on
Sunday. "We were
afraid. fatigue could
become a factor for us
later in the week," he
said.
LSU also has a brutal
schedule - four games

forwards John Williams
and Nikita Wilson.
Williams is convalescing from chicken pox,
and Wilson lost an
academic appeal on
Wednesday and was ruled ineligible for the rest
of the season.
"You don't have to
win to be happy,"
Brown said.
Sutton said his team
didn't play as well as it
should have, but added
that LSU's defense had
a lot to do with Kentucky's 23 turnovers.
The victory leaves
Kentucky 17-2 overall

in five days, all on the
road. The grind was
already rough, but an
Auburn game that had
been postponed because
of LSU's chicken pox
epidemic was
rescheduled for
Tuesday.
That means LSU is at
Georgia on Saturday,
Georgetown on Sunday,
Auburn on Tuesday and
Mississippi State on
Wednesday, Feb. 5.
Winston Bennett led
Kentucky scoring
Wednesday night with
17 points, and also had
seven rebounds. Kenny

Walker, who averages
20 points a game for
Kentucky, had 12 points
and eight rebounds.
Tayla had 20 points to
lead LSU scoring.
KENTUCKY 1541 - Bennett 8-11 1-2
17, Walker 6-10 0-1 12. Blackmon 1.3
0-0 2. Davender 6.11 0-0 12, Harden
5.7 0-0 10. Madison 0.2 1-2 I. Byrd 0-0
0-0 0. Andrews 0-1 0-00. Jenkins 0-0
0.00 Totals 26-45 2-5 54
LSU (52) - Blanton 1-1 0.02. Redden 7.13 4-4 18. Vargas 4-7 0-0 8.
Taylor 10-14 0.0 20. Brown 2-3 0-0 4,
Wilson 0-5 0-00. Bukumirovich 0-0 0-0
0 Totals 24.43 4.4 52
Halftime - Kentucky 32'LSU 28.
Fouled out - Vargas Rebounds Kentucky 25 0Walker Si, LSU 15
0 Vargas. Taylor 30 Assists - Kentucky 15 0Harden 100. LSU 11
0Taylor 61 Total fouls - Kentucky
9, LSU 12 A - 12.477

.011
#

SEC outlook: Kentucky maintains lead over 'Bama in league race
By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
Roger Harden knew it was over when the shot
left his hand, a 20-footer at the buzzer that kept
eighth-ranked Kentucky atop the Southeastern
Conference basketball standings.
Harden's basket gave the Wildcats a 54-52 victory Wednesday night over 17th-ranked Louisiana State, playing without two of its star performers - John Williams, out with chicken pox,
and Nikita. Wilson, out for the year because of
academic ineligibility.
"To be honest, I knew it was down the minute it
left my hands," Harden said.
Kentucky, 17-2 overall, lifted its SEC record to
8-1 in winning its fourth league contest on the
road. Kentucky retained its one-game lead over
Alabama, which scored a- 69-62 triumph at

Mississippi.
In other conference action, Auburn belted
Vanderbilt 97-70 to claim the only home-court
victory of the night and Florida, using a strong
first half, disposed of Mississippi State 73-64 at
Starkville, Miss.
The other two SEC teams face each other in a
regionally televised game tonight when Georgia_
- -visits Tennessee.
Alabama, 14-4 and 7-2, led all the way in its victory over Ole Miss, 9-9 and 2-7.
Ed Farmer had 20 points and Derrick McKey
18 points and 10 rebounds in leading the Tide.
Eric Smith had 16 to lead the Rebels.
Farmer hit three free throws in the final 63
seconds after Ole Miss had cut an 11-point deficit
to only three with 1:38 remaining.
"We didn't handle the ball well late in the

work hard in practice on getting into position to
game," Tide Coach Wimp Sanderson said. "We
get the rebound and take the charge and then in
tried to make things happen on breaks' that
the games all we get is no calls.
weren't there."
"I thought things got pretty violent out there
Auburn, 12-6 and 6-2, broke open its game in
tonight and the officials don't make any calls,"
the first half when Vandy Coach C.M. Newton got.
Newton added.
stuck with two technical fouls while disputing an
"The technicals were a factor," Auburn Coach
official's call.
Sonny Smith said. "Before the technicals they
Chuck Person hit the four consecutive free
throws off the technicals and Johnny Lyno__...were creating the tempo. After Chuck made all
followed with a basket from the top of the key on
four free throws and we were able to covert the
the inbounds play as Auburn stretched a 7-point
inbounds play, we were able to control the
lead to 13 points and went on to crush the
tempo."
Florida surged to,. a 38-19 halftime lead at
Commodores.
Person led all scorers with 26 points and Will
Mississippi State and then withstood a Bulldog
c6meback attempt. Perdue came off the bench to tally 16 for Vandy,Vernon Maxwell led the Gators, 11-7 and 5-4,
9-9 and 3-6.
with 23 points and Chauncey Robinson had 17 for
"I cannot remember ever receiving two
technical fouls in one game," Newton said. "We
State, 4-14 and 1-8.
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Top-ranked teams avoid upsets in Wednesday action
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Duke shot 70 percent
in the first half and built
a 61-38 lead on a jumper
by Johnny Dawkins with
16:18 to play. But Clemson got conecutive
three-point plays by
Glen McCants and
Horace Grant, then
another basket by Grant
to cut the lead to 61-46
with 14:41 left. Clemson
got no closer than 81-72
on a Grant jumper with
1:34 to play.
McCants and Larry
Middleton had 20 apiece
for Clemson.

"Better Than Ever"
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13 points before
intermission.
No.5 Duke 89
Clemson 78
Duke built a 51-34
halftime lead, then survived a cold-shooting second half to beat Clemson in another ACC
game. Mark Alarie
scored 29 points for the
Blue Devils, 19-2 and 6-2
In the ACC.

WEST MAIN CHEVRON

1 ):
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ar-wr

results: No. 3 Georgia
The Associated Press
The clock ticked 3-2-1 Tech 67, North Carolina
as Kentucky guard State 54; No. 5 Duke 89,
Roger Harden took two Clemson 78; No. 6
long strides across the Oklahoma 87, Nebraska
midcourt stripe. The 60; No. 7 St. John's 81,
scoreboard read: Ken- Villanova 61, and No. 14
Notre Dame 94, Utah 64.
tucky 52, Visitors 52.
No. 3 Ga. Tech 67
With only eight points
N.C. State 54
thus far in the game
Georgia Tech, trailing
against Louisiana State,
Harden let fly with a by as many as eight
running jumper.
points early in the first
"I knew I was going to half, took a 33-29
shoot the minute I got halftime lead and
my hands on the ball at outscored North
the baseline," Harden Carolina State 11-5 to
said. "To be honest, I start the second half en
knew it was down the route to a sixth Atlantic
minute it left my Coast Conference victory. N.C. State could
hands."
get no closer than six
Harden's shot, from
points thereafter.
about 22 feet, swished
Mark Price scored 20
through the basket at
the buzzer, and eighthpoints for Tech, 17-2.
ranked Kentucky had a Chris Washburn led
N.C. State with 18
54-52 victory over 17thranked LSU in a
points.
Southeastern ConTech fell behind 16-8
ference matchup at with 13:31 left in the
first half, but recovered
Baton Rouge, La.
by scoring 10 of the final
Other Top Twenty
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Eagle move confirmed

PHILADLEPHIA
(AP) - Buddy Ryan,
architect of the vaunted
defense of the Super
Bowl-champion Chicago
Bears, was named the
17th head coach in the
53-year history of the
Philadelphia Eagles.
•

Ryan, 51, a National
Football League assistant coach for 18 years,
received a five-year
contract and said he
hopes to take the
Eagles, who haven't had
a winning season since
1981, to the Super Bowl.

641 North
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straight victory, the
No.6 Oklahoma 87
Redmen ate now 20-2
Nebraska 60
Oklahoma moved into and 7-1 in(the Big East
a tie with Kansas for the Conference,
St John's outscored
Big Eight Conference
lead, getting 20 points Villanova 13-5 for a 37-29
apiece from Darryl first-half lead, but
Kennedy and Tim Mc- Villanova scored six of
Calister to beat the final eight points in
Nebraska. With their the half to trail 39-37 at
44th straight homecourt intermission. Harold
victory, the Sooners Pressley led the
moved to 4-1 in the con- Wildcats with 15 points.
No. 14 Notre Dame 94
ference, 19-1 overall.
Utah 64
Oklahoma led 42-30 at
Notre Dame went on a
halftime. Nebraska
pulled within eight by first-half run, scoring
scoring the first four eight straight points in
points of the second one stretch, to build a
half, but that was as 16-point lead, then
close as the Cor- coasted to victory over
nhuskers would come. Utah. Scott Hicks and
Dave Hoppen led Ken Barlow had 14
Nebraska with 28 points. points each for the
Fighting Irish, 13-3.
No. 7 St. John's 81
Notre Dame led 43-28
Villanova 61
Walter Berry scored at halftime, and the
28 points, and St. John's Irish defense held
went on a 14-2 run that Utah's high scorer,
stretched a 61-57 lead Jerry Stroman, to just
over Villanova to 75-59 12 points. Stroman,
with 2:45 to play. The averaging 18.1 points,
run was sparked by scored just once after
Willie Glass, who con- getting into foul trouble
verted two steals into with 12 minutes left.
Manuel Hendrix led
slam dunks.
With their sixth the Utes with 12 points.
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itial success with an 8-4 totally accepted - that
record, but Alabama If I stayed there 15
slipped to 5-6 in 1984 - years, the 15th year
its first losing season there's still going to be
since 1957 - before re- some people questioning
bounding to 9-2-1 and a some of the things I do.
No. 13 Associated Press They're going to be saynational ranking last ing, 'Would Coach
Bryant have done that?'
fall.
"I'm certain that he
Bruce's first year as
Hayes' successor was (Bruce) gets the same
his best - an 11-0 thing and I'm certain
regular season and a that he accepts it, too,
No. 1 ranking before primarily because he's
blowing the national got a great appreciation
championship - for Woody Hayes, like
Alabama won it - by I've got a great aplosing 17-16 to Southern preciation and love for
Coach Bryant."
Cal in the Rose Bowl.
"It's not like I watchThanks mainly to
ed every (Ohio State)
game," said Perkins, Bryant (232-46-9 in 25
who was in the first of years at Alabama) and
his four years as head Hayes (205-61-10 in 28
coach of the New York seasons at Ohio State),
Giants. "But I saw them the two schools are
play on TV and they among college football's
came pretty close to traditional powers.
winning the national They own 1,213 victories
between them - 615 for
championship.
"When I went back to Alabama, 598 for Ohio
Alabama, I knew - I State - and both have

won 71 percent of their
games.
In the only meeting,
Bryant's Crimson Tide
trounced Hayes'
Buckeyes 35-6 in the
Sugar Bowl on Jan. 2,
1978.
For Perkins, the
Kickoff Classic will be a
homecoming of sorts.
"I'm excited about it
for a lot of different
reasons," he said.
"Standing on the
sidelines (at Giants
Stadium) during the
course of a game here
certainly will bring
back memories - a lot
of good ones and some
bad ones, too."
Ohio State will be the
home team in , the
Kickoff Classic since
Bruce called heads and
won a coin toss conducted by Vincent
dePaul Draddy, chairman of the board of the
National Football Founti on and Hall of

Fame. the Kickoff
Classic's chief
beneficiary.
The team selection
committee consists of
Draddy; Boston College
athletic director
representing the National Association of
Collegiate Directors of
Athletics; and Charlie
McClendon, executive
director of the
American Football
Coaches Association.
In previous Kickoff
Classics, Nebraska
trounced Penn State
44-6, Miami, Fla., nipped Auburn 20-18 and
Brigham Young
defeated Boston College
28-14.
This marks the first
time the defending national champion will not
play in the Kickoff
Classic. Oklahoma said
it did not want to be
considered.

New England's vote for voluntary drug testing
unleashes controversy in players' union ranks
FOXBORO, Mass.
(AP) - The unprecedented, overwhelming vote by New
England Patriots
players to submit to
drug testing by the National Football League
team has unleashed a
storm of controversy
that threatens the program before it gets off
the ground.
The first action could
come today, with the
NFL Players Association saying it will file
charges against the
Patriots. Gene Upshaw,
executive director of the
NFLPA, was quoted by
the Boston Globe as saying the union would, file
with the National Labor
Relations Board in New
York.
"We intend to protect
the innocent," Upshaw
said.
The union contends a
voluntary testing program violates its collective bargaining agreement with the NFL.
The team's player

representative said the
naming of six Patriots
who allegedly used illegal drugs will kill the
plan and could lead to a
strike.
Further
developments were expected today when New
England General
Manager Patrick
Sullivan and Dr. Armand Nicholi Jr., who
said he is in charge of
testing the players,
planned to release a
statement.
The Patriots' 46-10
loss to the Chicago
Bears in last Sunday's
Super Bowl was barely
12 hours old when the
players voted Monday
morning in New Orleans
to become the first NFL
team to approve voluntary drug testing.
Repercussions were
swift.
Upshaw said Tuesday
that a voluntary testing
program "is in direct
opposition to our collective bargaining
agreement."
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Brian Holloway, the States Football League
Patriots' player and Major Indoor Socrepresentative who is in cer League.
Hawaii for Sunday's Pro
Holloway also was
Bowl, was quoted in quotOd by the Press as
Wednesday's Pitt- saying,"You're going to
sburgh Press as saying, see a dramatic strike
"I can guarantee you, taken by the union."
with the release of those
players' names, you
He later toned down
have seen the end of the his remarks and said,
That agreement pro- voluntary program with "one thing that needs to
vides for testing only if a the Patriots."
be done is for someone
In Washington, Doug to sit down and talk
player had a known
drug problem and had Allen, secretary - firsthand with Gene Uptested positively, or if treasurer of the Federa- shaw. There are so
the team physician has tion of Professional
many allegations flying
cause to believe a Athletes, said Wednes- around, a national situaplayer has a drug day, "It's incredible to tion, we need to sit down
problem.
me that the Patriots at a table and talk about
breeched it
On Wednesday, the confidentiality.
Offensive tackle Ron
Boston Globe reported
Wooten, the Patriots'
that Raymond
"As I understand it, assistant player
Clayborn, Tony Collins, the players had insisted
representative, said
Irving Fryar, Roland on confidentiality. If Tuesday that 96 percent
James, Kenneth Sims that was one of the con- of the team's players
and Stephen Starring ditions, management took part in Monday's
admitted to Coach Ray- has ignored the voting. Of those voting,
mond Berry that they agreement."
86 percent supported
Allen's federation is voluntary testing.
used illegal drugs.
Sullivan said he told the an umbrella organizaSullivan said he is surGlobe he would not deny tion for player associa- prised by the controversuch a report.
tions of the National sy that followed that
Offensive tackle Football League, United decision.

21 14
254.
344
39
3914
4014
42
4514

All
Warmups

All
Running Suits

AOC

642
640
615
1466
1416
1307

(NC)

191
188
183
241
241
240
522
512
492

Sunday Couples
W
Team
16
Odd Couples
154
McCarthys
15
Fearless Foursome
. 14
Sio Pokes
.. 14
Son of a•Bucks
12
Champagne Spirits
114
Pin Seekers
11
Os 4
11
Darnel's
10
Strikers
6
Hargroves
G & M
6
HInts Than. Game (lt)
.
Son•of a Bucks
. )
High Team Game (MC
Odd Couples
High Team Series (SC)
Son of•a•Buck a
Nigh Tani Series (NC)
.
Son orti Bucks
High Ind. Game (111C)
lArry Buchanan
.. ..
Nancy .Todd
High Ind. Game (11(')
Bob Swager
Frances Harprove
High Ind. Series (44)
Hot, Swager
Nancy Todd
High Ind, Series IH(')
Bob Swager
Jody Hollander

All
Tennis
Merchandise

40%
OFF

878
4137
601
184
169
180

L
8
814
9
10
10
12
124
13
13
14
16
18
754

2249
2516
223
304

716
880

Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck Dartsmsave 10-50%
- National Basketball Association
National Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
L Pct_
.805
33 8
Boston
652
30 16
Philadelphia
574
27 20
New Jersey
23 22. .511
Washington
356
18 29
New York
Central Division
660
31 18
Milwaukee
568
25 19
Atlanta
500
23 23
Detroit
400
18 27
Cleveland
348
18 30
Chicago
13 32
289
Indiana
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
•
689
31 14
Houston
26 20
565
Denver
22 21
512
Dallas
511
24 23
San Antonio
471
23 25
Utah
391
18 28
Sacramento
Pacific Division
767
10
33
L. A Lakers
2s
Portland

GS
54
9
12
19

17 27
18 30
16 29
14 35
fp
Wednesday's Games
Detroit 107 Atlanta 94
Indiana 92. Washington 8.8
Dallas 126. San Antonio 114
Utah 10'7. Philadelphia 86
Phoenix 118. I. A Clippers 108

Phoenix
L A Clippers
Seattle
Golden State

388
375
356
286

Thursdays Games
Seattle at New Jersey
Boston at Chicago
Cleveland at San Antonio
New York at Denver
Milwaukee at Golden State
Houston at Sacramento
L A Lakers at Portland
Friday's Carnes
Boston at Washington
Detroit at Atlanta
Seattle at Indiana
Cleveland at Dallas
Sacramento at Utah
New York at Phoenix
Philadelphia at L A Lakers

12
144
17

54
8
8
914
134

Sports Transactions
Wednesday's Sports Transactions
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
American League
KANSAS CITY ROYALS - Signed Pat Sheridan,
outfielder. to a one.year contract.
OAKLAND AS - Signed Mike Davis, outfielder. to
a one.year contract
National League
NEW YORK METS - Announced that Howard
Johnson, third baseman, has agreed, to a one-year
contract.
PITTSBURGH PIRATES - Named Dave 'rumbas
assistant trainer
BASKETBALL
National Basketball Association
MILWAUKEE BUCKS - Signed Mike Glenn.
guard.

FOOTBALL
National Football League
- Named Fred Burney defenFALCONS
ATLANTA
sive secondary coach Named Bobby Jackson coordinator of the tight ends and halfbacks
KANSAS CITY CHIEFS - Named Fred Schuback
talent scout
PHILADELPHIA EAGLES - Named Buddy Ryan
head coach and signed him to a five-year contract

a
HOCKEY
National Hockey Leagile
LOS ANGELES KINGS - Sent Guy Benoit, center.
and Darcy Roy. left wing. from New Haven of the
American Hockey League to Toledo of the International Hockey League

College Basketball Results
College Basketball Scares
Wednesday's Games
EAST
Connecticut 86. Cent Connecticut 89
Drexel 72. Towson St. 63
Fairfield 70, Army 59
Franklin Pierce 78,
Massachusetts 75
Lafayette 66. Hofstra 52
Lehigh 85. Bucknell 75
Marist 59. Fairleigh Dickinson 57
Middle Tenn. 72. West Virginia
70
New Hampshire 52. Hartford 45
Rider 86. Delaware 60
St John's 81. Villanova 61
Wagner 106, Brooklyn Coll 103.
3(Yr
SOUTH
Akron 81, Cent. Florida 70

outh 12th Street

Alabama 89 Mississippi 62
Auburn 97. Vanderbilt 70
Bir -Southern 76. William Carey
67
Duke 89. Clemson 78
Florida 73. Mississippi 64
Furman 74. Citadel 69
Georgia Tech 87. N Carolina St
54
Kentucky 54, Louistara St 52
Methodist 61. Greensboro 53. OT
&IN Carolina A&T 47 Campbell 48
Tn •Chattanooga 78. Appalachian St 63
Tennessee St. 80. Jackson St 52

MIDWEST
Ball St 76. Bowling Green 71
Butler 69, Indiana Cent 59
Dayton 84, Fordha ,,, sti

DePaul 96. N Iowa 53
Kent St 74. E. Michigan 72
Miami, Ohio 62. Cent Michigan
55
Notre Dame 94. Utah 64
Ohio U 85, W. Michigan 82
St Francis, lB. 77. Illinois Tech
53
Toledo 79. N Illinois 77. OT
SOUTHWEST
New Orleans 72, Pan American
70
Oklahoma 87. Nebraska 80
Oklahoma St 88. Kansas St 70
Southern Methodist 68, Rice 52
Texas 49, Texas Tech 46
Texas ACM 81, Arkansas 67
Texas Christian 53. Houston 49
FAR WEST
UCLA 66 Southern Cal 56

753-8971

Southside Center

244\1\11MIN05// SHOP US FIRSTWII-0-\\
c

Rickman
Norsworthy
LUMBER COMPANY,INC.
500 S. 4th, Murray
Store Hourc•
7-5 Mon.-Fri., 8-12 Sat.

753-6450

NOW!

INSULATE

er applies to all purrEases of
thick R-19'(or
ertain Teed
higher) Fiber Gloss Insulation

Buy 5
Packages

All
Running
Shorts
& Tops

50 Styles of Men's, Women's &
Children's Athletic Shoes

20% OFF

HUNT
ISON
DENN
SPORTING GOODS
•

"EVERYTHING FOR-THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
1203 Chestnut St.
Phone 753-8844
Murray, Ky. 42071

Paducah Off-Price Moll
3200S. Beltline
Poducok, Ky. 42001

2935A Fort Campbell Blvd
Phone 886-7699
Hopkinsville, Ky. 42240

and get a
Electronic
Phone

Variform

Vinyl Siding
(White)

Buy 10 Packages

and get
an
AM/FM
Headphone
Radio

rx68
Lauan Interior
Door Units
(Finger Joint Jamb & Casings)

Buy 20 Packages

234
24$
813
546

a
Your discount parts supermart

PICK A GIFT FOR PICKING
CERTAIN TEED FIBER
GLASS INSULATION

508
501
47'7

1858
1738
1703

ARb

_SCORE

Kickoff Classic to pit Alabama, Ohio State
The Associated Press
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. (AP) When Ray Perkins succeeded Bear Bryant as
Alabama's head coach
In 1983, he took a good
long look at Ohio State,
where Earle Bruce had
taken over for Woody
Hayes, another legend,
four years earlier.
"Earle Bruce was one
of the people I reflected
on as having followed a
great legend, a great
coach, and having success," Perkins recalled
Wednesday as Alabama
and Ohio State were
named to play in the
season-opening Kickoff
Classic on either Aug. 27
or 28.
"A lot of writers conjured up stories about
how tough it is following
a legend, but if you do
your homework, you'll
find more success than
otherwise."
Perkins had some in-
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Poris Square
Shopping Center
Poris, Tenn. 38242

and get a fuel and tool kit
with
emergency
accessories

CertainTeedEl
'tier Glass Insulation

-

Offer good only on purchases
through March 2. 1986. See
order form on our display for
complete details. • Ask you seller
for the fact sheet on R Values,

SALE ENDS 2/3/86
CASH & CARRY
AP SHOP us FIRST VAIrirM;

+ft
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BOUT
NIMALS

A

urine and feces of infected cats and is passed
from cat to cat by licking, biting and sneezing.
It enters the new animal
through the membranes
of the eye, nose and
mouth. Then it gets into
the bloodstream where it
may attack any part of
the body.
Only infrequently is it
transmitted through
milk to nursing kittens.
It may remain inactive. An otherwise
healthy cat seems to
have a 40 per cent
chance of fighting off the
virus. Another 30 per
cent will neither reject
the virus, nor become
sick. They become carriers. Thus, only about 30
per cent of the exposed
develop
will
cats
symptoms.
Young And Old
Kittens less than 12
weeks of age with im-

mune systems not fully
developed, as well as
older, stressed or sick
cats, with impaired immune systems, seem
most susceptible.
The virus is not hardy.
It lives only two to three
minutes in air, and only
two to three days in a
moist environment other
than living cells. Orhousehold
dinary
detergents kill it easily.
Risk of exposure is
greater in multiple-cat
households and in singlecat households where the
animal is allowed to
roam outdoors. Isolated
cats seem reasonably
from
protected
exposure.
Symptoms
Symptoms vary, but
most feline leukemia
virus related diseases
will create depression,
fever, loss of appetite
and swollen glands in the
neck or the base of the
abdomen.
was
disease
The
unknown or unidentified
until about 20 years ago.
Since that time the virus
has been isolated and
identified, and an effective vaccine developed,
tested, approved and
now made available.
It indicates the skill of
the entire field of
veterinary medicine in
combating new diseases
and sharing the information. All Kentucky
veterinarians are up-todate on this particular
treatment, and many
others.

Luke 10:25-37
Christ was frequently
asked questions to
ensnare Him and cripple His influence.
The Lawyer's
Questions
Luke 10:25-29
A certain man versed
in the law of Moses
presumed to test Christ
with the query, "What
shall I do to inherit eternal life"?, which was an
admission that he did
not possess it. Their
discussion revealed to
the man that he could
not get it by works. Attempting to justify
himself, the man then
asked Christ, "Who is
my neighbor?" Christ
replied by telling him a
beautiful and immortal
story.
The Saviour's
Reply
Luke 10:30-35
Christ told him about
a man who was going
along a dangerous road
between Jerusalem and
Jericho, when robbers
sprang out from behind
the rocks and seized the
man, beat him until he'
was almost dead, tripped the clothes frclit his
body, robbed him, and
left him wounded and
suffering.
A priest, or professional religious leader,
approached the wounded man and, with an attitude of indifference
toward the unfortunate
and helpless, "passed
by on the other side" of
the road. He, like

Hog market report listed
Federal-State Market News Ser.
vice Jan. 30. 1888
Kentucky Purchase Ares Hog
!Market Report Includes 8 Buying
Stations
Receipta Act. Nil Ea. 700 Barrows
Gets .23 lower Sows steady to 1.00
higher
US 1.2 210440 lbs.
18 2 200-210 lbs

Edgar finds h s purpose.
I DON'T FEEL WELL
BIG BROTI-IER _WILL
YOU I-IELP ME WITH
MY HOMEWORK?

OF COURSE ..IF YOU
PONT FEEL WELL I'LL
BE GLAD TO HELP YOU

YOU PEOPLE. PON I APPRECIATE
THE STRESS WE CATS MOST
PEAL WITH

845.00-45.50
844.80-45.00

US 2.3 210-250 Ilsa.
US 3-4 250 270 lbs.
Sow.
t'S 1 270-350 lbs.
IS 1 3 300-450 lbs.
S 1 3 450-500 Kw
US 1 3 over 500 lbs.
S 2 9 300 500 lbs.
Boars 122.00-22.00

$44.50-45.00
$43.50.44.50
1034110-34.50
-411130-34 00
IISSAKSK00

snekeLso
1132.40-33,01

UJI-1AT SEEMS TO BE
THE TROUBLE?

WHAT WITH HAVING
HAIR ALL OVER
OUR 8OPIE5...

1

by h.c. chiles

Kentucky Veterinary Medical Association

One of the more common causes of death in
cats may soon be
brought under control by
a new vaccine introduced just last year.
Feline leukemia virus
is a highly contagious
virus which can cause
leukemia, lymphosarcoma and other tumors.
It may also impair the
animal's
immune
system, resulting in the
animal's inability to
resist infection from
bacteria,
common
viruses and fungus.
Colds, stomach problems, skin and mouth
sores, anemia and
pneumonia often result.
It can also cause
reproductive problems
such as abortions or the
birth of weak or dying
kittens.
Carried in Saliva
The virus is typically
carried in the saliva,

CLASSIFIEDS

sunday school
lesson

LIVING INCONSTANT FEAR
OF 511..IT ENDS

multitudes today, was
an expert at passing
personal obligations to
others. A Levite, with an
attitude of sheer curiosity, gazed at the wounded man and passed
down the road without
rendering any
assistance. Then a
Samaritan approached
the man, "had compassion on him," promptly
alighted from his beast,
treated the man's
wounds by "pouring in
oil and wine," (with the
wine serving as an antiseptic and the oil was
for soothing) lifted him
into his saddle and walk-,
ed until they reached an
inn. During the night he
looked after the patient
personally and
painstakingly. After remaining with him as
long as he was needed,
he made provision for
his future care and promised to pay upon his
return.
When real love finds a
need it seeks to supply
It. Love ministers to the
needy,feeds the hungry,
clothes the naked, gives
drink to the thirsty,
visits the sick, entertains the lonely, and
comforts the sorrowing.
Loving service is not a
burden. Love forgets
self and sacrifices for
others. Where there is
brotherly love, service
becomes a source of joy.
A little girl was carrying her brother when
she was asked, "Isn't he
heavy?" Her reply was
"No, he's my brother!"
To her he was not too
heavy for her to carry,
because of her genuine
love for him.
Christ's Command
Luke 10:36-37
Christ asked the
lawyer which one acted
like a neighbor to the
wounded man — the
priest, the Levite or the
Samaritan? Since the
question was not a difficult one, the man
answered correctly by
saying,"He that shewed
mercy on him." Then
Christ said to him: "Go,
and do thou likewise."
Thus Christ taught the
man and those who read
this passage of scripture
that the cultivation of
this neighborly spirit is
the duty of all through
all the seasons of the
passing years. Let
every Christian
demonstrate his faith in
God and his surrender
to the divine will be proving his love for his
neighbor by his actions!

1 Quarrel
5 Tgacher's
favorite
8 Pier
12 Greek peak
13 Mature
14 River in
pin
15 Siberia

HOW
OUTSTANOiNG
ARE THE
e.
PORK
CHOPS"

10U HAVE MY
KNIFE FOR PROTECTiON .
I WILL MAKE TH15 CIRCLE
OF TW/65 AROUND )0U„.

•
ammo-.

COMPUTERS ARE
I MPRESSIVE BUT
THEY'LL NEVER
REPLACE
HUMAN
iSEINGS

16 Musical
instrument
18 Chemical
Luitfhfiixum
19 s

ARE
YOU
SURE

ISN'T
ANYTHING
MEDIOCRE -A

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following estate
fiduciary appointments have been
made in the Calloway
District Court. All
claims against these
estates should be filed
with the fiduciary
within six months of
date of qualification.
Newell Madison
Jones, 907 Pogue
Avenue, Murray, KY
Deceased.
42071
Charlie Lassiter, 1401
Story Avenue, Murray, KY Co-Executor.
Rudell Parks, 914
Street,
Sycamore
Murray, KY CoExecutor. Sid Easley,
204 South Sixth Street,
Murray, KY Attorney.
Samuel L. Kelley,
100 South 13th Street,
Murray, KY 42071
Deceased. Dr. Ronald
Kelley, Highway 1241
South, Paducah, KY
Executor.
42001
Stephen C. Sanders,
Main at Seventh
Street, Murray, KY
42071 Attorney.
Goldie Crank Cole,
508 South Eighth
Street, Murray, KY
42071 Deceased. Norville Cole, 400 South
8th Street, Murray,
KY 42071 Executor.
Sid Easley, 204 South
Sixth Street, Murray,
KY 42071 Attorney.
Celia C. Roberts,
Fern Terrace Lodge,
Murray, KY 42071
Frank
Deceased.
Hart, Route #7, Box
76, Benton, KY 42025
Executor. Robert 0.
Miller, Courthouse
Bldg, Murray, KY
42071 Attorney.
Ann P.•Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
A periodic settlement of accounts has
been filed in the
Calloway District
Court • by Delbert
Eugene Clayton, Administrator, of the
estate
of
Nicole
Michelle
Clayton,
Deceased. Exceptions
to this settlement
must be filed in the
Calloway District
Court on or before
February 10, 1986, the
date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by W.C.
Elkins and Jo Elkins,
Co-Executors, of the
estate of Eva E. Ross,
Deceased. Exceptions

1

Legs

to this settlement
must be filed in the
District
Calloway
Court on or before
February 10, 1986, the
date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by
Samuel Duvall, Executor, of the estate of
Margaret Duvall,
Deceased. Exceptions
to this settlement
must be filed in the
Calloway District
Court on or before
February 10, 1986, the
date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Cecil
B. Farris, Executor,
of the estate of Coy E.
Rye, Deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in
the Calloway District
Court on or before
February 10, 1986, the
date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by
Rowland
Anita
AdMansfield,
ministratrix, of the
estate of Paul Ray
Mansfield, Deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
Calloway
the
In
District Court on or
before February 10,
1986, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A periodic settlement of-accounts has
been filed in the
District
Calloway
Court by Margaret
Roach and Ernest
CoMadrey,
Executors, of the
estate of Myrtle
Madrey, Deceesed.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
Calloway
the
In
District Court on or
before February 10,
1986, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A periodic settlement of accounts has
been filed in the
District
Calloway
Court by Kathleen

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

EL ECTRON I C
SHOW

Legal

symbol
20 Roman date
21 Resulting
from
23 Compass
point
ers
24
26 Pamphlet
28 Ardent
29 Cut of meat
30 Circuit
32 Asterisk
33 Obscure
5 Rational
34
3
Southeastern

Asia holiday
Obtain
Darts about
Merit
British
streetcar
41 Note of scale
43 Mother
44 Haul with
effort
45 Tantalum
symbol
47 Anger
49 Country of
Europe
51 Cover
52 Shrewd
55 Wise person
56 Lamprey
57 Ripped
36
37
38
40

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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A
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A
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T
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25 Semiprecious
stone
1 Young horse
2 Guess
26 Scottish cap
3 Employ
27 Demand as
4 Prosecutor
due
abbr
28 Superlative
ending
5 Peels
6 Urges In
29 Strike
7 Afternoon
31 Footlike part
33 Lair
34 Waste metal
10 11
5
4
7
3
8
8 9
2
1
36 Clutch
37 Monetary unit
13
14
12
of France
39 Forenoon
18
40 Test
15 11
II
41 Facial
ill
23
19
features
21j
42 Region
26
24 ill
44 Fresh-water
fish
ill
ill
ill 45 Journey
1
46 Part of
church
48 Unit of energy
ill 29
111
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35
product
i
111
51 Also
53 Selenium
Mil
lil
Symbol
43
41 iill
54 That thing
illil
lUll
49 ill
4T
ill
dli
54
52U153
58
57
55
DOWN

social
8 Perform
9 Dollar bill
10 Unending
11 Was aware of
16 River in
Germany
17 Standard
20 Roman road
22 Note of scale

Legal

Gentry, guardian for
William Thomas Gentry, III, minor child.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
the
in
Calloway
District Court on or
before February 10,
1986, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A periodic settlement of accounts has
been filed in the
Calloway
District
Court by Larry L.
Wilson, guardian of
the estate of Terra Joe
Wilson, minor child
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
the
in
Calloway
District Court on or
before February 10,
1986, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
AS of January 28, 1986.
I, Larry E. Wilson. am
no longer responsible
for any debts other than
y OW11

2

Notice
Did
You Know?
Economy Tire
Does Brakes,
Shocks, Tune-ups,
011 Changes,
Alignment and
Much, Much More

Call 753-8500
COSMETOLOGY by
LaDora. Perms $25.Call
753-0658 or 753-061 1
10a.m.-5p.m.. closed
Sat.
Poulan & Stihl
Chainsaw Repair
MURRAY HOME
& AUTO
Chestnut St.
753-2571
JOIN Avon for only $5,
for a limited time only
Call today 753-0171.
LIQUIDATION sale. All
Montgomery Ward
merchandise, includes
appliances, new & used.
300 E. Main, 753-8299 or
753-4884.

BARRETT'S
SERVICE
CENTER
Has
Heavy Duty
Mufflers For

$2995
Installed
200 N. 4th St.
Murray, Ky.
753-6001
NEEDED immediately.
100 People seriously
interested in losing
weight. Call 1-800-6484761.
SELL out on your
favorite catalogue
jewelry 50-70,l off. Call
436-2663.

For Sale
Bobby Mac Car
Seat, $20. Toys for
1-2 yr. old, glrl's
clothes, 1-2 yr. old,
dresser-6 drawer,
$20, hanging brass
$35,
lamp,
breakfast table,
$20. Call 753-62911
after 5 p.m.
VALENTINES Day will
be here soon and why
not get that special
someone a specially
decorated heart cake
just for them. We have
three sizes and can ice
them in any color you
choose. Priced from
$2.00 to- $7.00 and for
only $1.00 more we will
deliver them anywhere
in the city limits. Call
Pams Cake Hut 759-4492
or 437-4455 Because we
make our cakes to be
remembered

PHOTO
ENLARGING
3x7 Only 41"
8)(10 Only 53"
Up To Poster Size
20:211
In Store
One Flour Service
And Complete

PROCESSING
With Individual
And Personal
Attention

Ii

III

-

ATT
)
R A N
A R Y

1

1PHOTO
ONE HOUR PHOTO'
111111111611

CRASS
FURNITURE
103 S. 34.01
Downtown Murray
753-3411

1
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CLAss_EFEEDs
2

Notice

6
Help Wanted
HOME assembly income. Assemble products at home. Part.
Time. Details. Call
813-327-0896. Ext 188.

20. Sports Equipment

25

Business Services

Wierray Ledger & Times
32. Apts for

Rent

FAYE S can do all your JOYCE Noel Tax Ser- 1 BR with furniture.
silk screening, mono- vice Individual, farm, 1608 College Farm Rd. 2
gramming & lettering small businesses Re- BR at Embassy Apts
on caps, T-shirts, sweat asonable rates. Call Call 753-3530.
shirts & jackets. Faye's 4 8 9-2 4 40 for 2 BR apt.. partial
can supply all of your appointment.
utilities furnished
9. Situation Wanted
sporting apparel needs. JUDY Williams Tax Adults only. Call 753I will stay with sick or 514 Math, 753-7743.
Service. Call for an 3949.
elderly, day or night Do GOLF clubs- 1956 appointment or pick up ONE. 1 BR furnished,
housework and fix MacGregor M-85, & delivery. Reasonable one- 2 BR furnished
meals. Call 753-4590 for Dynamic Gold S-300 rates. Phone 436-2524 or Lease & deposit reshafts. 2-wedge, $225. 436-5496.
more information.
quired Call 753-9208
WILL babysit in my Ladies Queen Royal,
after 4p.m.
like
new,
3-PW,
new
home, days. Ex1 or 2 bedroom ApartMIKE
HODGE'S
grips
$115.
Both
$300.
perience. Call 753-6525.
ment near downtown
759-1009.
TAX SERVICE
WILL do housework,
Murray. Call 753-4109 or
Enrolled to practice.
expert references Call
762-6650.
Before the IRS-Bachelor
436-2346
TAKING applications
MODEL 12 Winchester
Degree in Accounting MixBINGLE Hung
for Section 8. Rent
20 gauge. Also, 29 Smith
ray State Nine years of exAluminum Windows 10. Business Opportunity
Subsidized apt. 1 2 or 3
& Wesson 44 mag. Call
with half screen- $18.93 GROCERY store, stock 753-7161.
perience preparing inBR. Apply Hilldale
and up. Mid -South and equipment. 5 Miles
dhridual, business, partnerApts , Hardin, Ky.
Musical
Wholesale Building, 342 north of Murray. Call 22
Equal Housing
ship, and corporate
East Washington; 753-5358 after 6p.m.
Opportunity.
returns. Low rates and
USED organs HamParis; 901-642-2552.
hundreds of satisfied
Kimball,
mond,
14 Want to Buy
clients. Now preparing
Wurlitzers, others. 50‘",
34. Houses for Rent
5. Lost and Found
returns. Day or night call
BLUE and white off. New, used pianos,
house, available
LOST, Pottertown area, stoneware and old stone spinets, consoles, 759-1425 for an 2 BR 1st.
$250 month,
March
appointment
extra small male whiskey jugs. Call 753- grands. Lonardo Piano
$250 deposit. ReCo., next to Penney's,
beagle, black & white, 4330.
ferences required. Call
answers to Pee Wee, WANTED: cheap Paris, TN.
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
753-7840.
childs pet. Reward of- Volkswagon, interior &
12x65, 2 BR. 2 bath
fered. Call 436-5828 or exterior does not matter 24. Miscellaneous
Pets-Supplies
as long as it runs. ANTENNA for scanner
mobile home, partially 38
436-5640.
8x12
with
Chihuahua pups,
furnished
AKC
LOST white Eskimo 753-6558.
Call 436-2802.
will weigh about five
Spitz, wearing red col- WANT to buy raw furs. APPLE II+ or HE disk work room attached on
pounds when grown,
lar. Reward. Family McClellan Furs, drive, new but 1;2 1 acre. 15 min. from
MSU. Call 437.4955 after short hair, shots and
pet. Call 753-5451 or Stanley Owen Mc- price. Call 436-5365.
5p.m.
wormed, $100. Call 901Clellan, Pulaski, Ill
753-0757.
ASHLEY wood stove.
1463 10x55 MOBILE 247-3360.
618-342-6316.
753-4330.
Call
$200.
Help Wanted
6
home, 2 BR, 1 bath,
BRING this ad and get stove, refrigerator and 41.Public Sales
for Sale
BABYSITTER wanted 15. Articles
10% off all kitchen curtains included.
in my home for 1st 02 4'x8 WOOD Siding cabinet and vanity
grader, 2-3 days a week, (three patterns to purchases thru Feb. 1st. Price- $2,000. Must see
3p.m.-12a.m. Must have choose from)- $7.95. Mid-South Wholesale to appreciate. Call 753own transportation. Mid -South Wholesale Building; 342 East 3633.
Building; 342 East Washington; Paris; 901- 1973 GLENBROOK
Call 753-0878.
mobile home, 12x65 with
EASY ASSEMBLY Washington; Paris; 901- 642-2552.
1504 Dudley Dr.
a 10x12 ft. tip-out on
WORK! $600.00 per 100. 642-2552.
round
chair,
&
COUCH
Guaranteed payment. 02 STRONGPANEL- 10% wood table & 3 chairs, living room, 2 BR, 2
1978 Honda 750,
No experience/no $8.95 (white, green, several display tables- bath, includes central
Refrigerator, Color
&
porches
2
unit,
air
sales. Details send self- brown, tan, red, or some good for work
TV, Queen size
addressed stamped en- gold). Mid -South tables, color T.V's, golf steps, good shape, $5,
500. 759-1084.
water beds, BroyhM
velope; Elan Vital- 332, Wholesale Building; 342 carts, lots of wicker
couch & chair, Hide3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft. East Washington; See at Thweats Service 1982 14x70 MOBILE
Call after 5p.m.
Paris, 901-642-2552.
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
a-bed,
Recliner,
Station, Hwy. 1824, 7 home.
753-6259.
EXCELLENT Income WHIRLPOOL 17 Cu. ft. miles N. of Murray.
Chest of drawers,
for part time home refrigerator with tex- ECONOMY 2x4• 8'-- .75 26x60 BRICK foundaother misc. items.
assembly work. For tured steel door, only cents ea.; 02 7/16" tion, new central air,
info. call 504-641-8003 $8.00 per week. Rudolph Blandex• $5.75. Mid. two full baths, 3 BR,
trees, deck.
Goodyear 753-0595.
Ext. 8047.
SouthWholesale gas. 1 acre,
WHIRLPOOL heavy Building; 342 East Call 492-8722.
0,09
6'40A
duty washer with 4 Washington; Paris; 901- BEAUTIFUL 14x52
CARPOOL
sale.
for
home
mobile
per
$6.00
only
cycles,
642-2552.
Ft.
to
Murray
week. Rudolph FAYE'S. For month of Excellent condition.
Campbell. Rld•r
appreciate.
Goodyear, 753-0595.
January, free mono- Must see to
driver
and/or
of 753-5086.
purchase
with
grams
16. Home Furnishings
Call
want•d.
towels- ("45 off mono- 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
753-4101 after 6
MUST sell- brass twin grams on your towels,
bed, good condition. $75 sheets, all linens. 514 2 OR 8 BR, furnished,
p.m.
AC/natural gas. Shady
firm. Call 753-0418 after Main. 753-7743.
NEEDED for 5p.m.
Mixed Oaks 753-5209.
FIREWOOD.
physicians office SOLID oak dresser with hard wood, $25 de- TRAILER at Dill's. See
secretary with billing
hutch mirror- $350. livered, $30 delivered & at trailer court, 4th &
experience. Write P.O.
Sycamore.
Refrigerator- $20. Call stacked. Phone 436-2904.
Box 1040-G, Murray,
2 miles north
489-2888.
FIREWOOD for sale,
Heating and Cooling
29.
TRADITIONAL style $23.50 a rick delivered.
of Murray
a job? 6 openings
<
;sliED
USED portable heaters
couch, very good condi- Call 753-0620.
now. You may qualify
Wiggins
Former
tion & 2 matching FOR sale- two used heat for sale, several sizes.
if: (1)you do not have
$75. Call 753- pumps, 1- 24.800 BTU See Brandon DUI 759GED or your high
Furniture
-3073.
pkg. unit, 1- 24.400 BTU 1577.
school diploma, (2) you
heavy split system for more
t Building
have been out of school WHIRLPOOL
temp information. Call Sears 32. Apts for Rent
9 months or more, (3) duty dryer with 3
$4.00 527-8661 between 8:30- 1804 COLDWATER Rd.,
you are between ages 16 selections. only
& 21, call J.T.P.A. Out per week. Rudolph 5:00 or 753-2310 on 4 BR, 2 bath. $400 month
Tuesdays 8z Thursdays.
plus deposit. Call 759Of School 753-9378 be- Goodyear, 753-0595.
GUARANTEED pet 4126 or come by.
tween 8:30-12:00 5 days 19. Farm Equipment
foods. We have not had
- a week.
SALES representative. /.H. 886 TRACTOR. cab a single bag of Super
$50,000 per year. Call & air. 18-4-34 duals, low Blend returned. 26 dog
food 50 lb.- $9, cat food
502-239-6000 or write: hours. Phone 435-4462.
Personnel, P.O. Box TRACTOR 885 Case & 10 lb.- $3.50, bird feed 5
Farm Equipment
91143, Louisville, Ky. equipment. Call after lb.- .80. Shoemaker Seed
Inc., 4th & Chestnut.
Antiques & Furniture
5p.m. 435-4268.
40291.
INTERNATIONAL Cub
Trucks
Cadet 128 yard tractor,
cutting deck, plow, disc
February 1-10:00 a.m.
attachment. 753-2648
Homo of the Late LeRoy Page.
Location:
9a.m.-4p.m.
From Dover or Clarksville, turn at The HeadLARGE Zenith console
quarters Bait Shop, go toward Bumpus
AM/FM stereo turn
table and tape player,
Mills, turn on Link Hwy., turn left on first
hook-up, solid wood,
gravel road. Follow signs.
excellent sound and
Reason: Estate settlement.
condition. Must sell
Terms: Cash day of sale or approved
$100. Call 759-9510.
chock by auction firm.
MIXED split hard
wood. Call 436-5439.
Auctioneer's Comments: Deserves your
OAK and hickory
utmost attention. Mr. Page has purchased
firewood, you haul- $20
lots of this machinery new and has exa rick. Call 437-4829.
condition taken of it.
cellent
OAK & hickory
List of Equipment
firewood $27.50 full rick
1-71 Ford-1 ton truck, only 15,000 miles,
delivered, $22 U-haul.
Call 436-2778.
purchased new by Mr. Page, 1-79 GMC
OFFICE FURNITURE.
pickup, 1-72 Ford-F600, 2 speed axle, sup.
used: desks, files,
nice, 1-2030 John Deere tractor, 1350
chairs, etc. We now rent
hours, bought new by Mr. Page, 1-2840
office furniture. Crytes
Used Office Furniture,
John Deere tractor, 1500 hrs. nice, 80 h.p.,
1016 Jefferson St..
3 pt. hitch seeder or fort., Cub Formal,
Paducah, Ky., 442-4302.
w /Woods belly mower, power cut off saw,
RICK-up truck bed 8
various horse drawn plows, oft. tow type
rubber mats- Chevrolet.
sidewinder rotary cutter, John Deere 3 pt.
Ford-Datsun- NissanEl Camino- Ranger.
disk, like new, John Deere 3 bottom plow,
Minimum
Mazda. See at Stokes
lots of various greases, chemicals, bolts, 3
Tractor 753-1319.
of 2 years college required.
drag type disk, farm wagon, 3 pt. hitch
3
RAILROAD ties,
grader blade, Home Lite chain saw, lots of
Call
grades, $7, $9 & $12.
small hand tools, antique hay baler, 3 pt.
753-2905 or 435-4343.
Holland tobacco setter, air tank, battery
SEASONED firewood oak, hickory, mixed
charger, skil saw, bench grinders, pipe
hardwoods $30/rick
3530 Bold Forbesway
vises, elec. drills, booster cables, 2-200 gal.
delivered. Min. order 2
tanks.
fuel
Owensboro, KY 42301
ricks. Call John Boyer
Misc. Tools
Household Items
Antiques
753-0338.
Equal Opportunity Employer
Old mule harness bless knobs, mule
‘SEASONED oak,
hickory & greenwood
drawn planter converted tolrector, mule
firewood delivered. All
drawn fort. distributor, old horse drawn
tree trimming & reDAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
mower, old horse drawn binders, camel
moving Call 753-5476.
2 iron kettles, old crosscut saw, old
saddle,
Silver
top
table
lamp,
SUN
Gold
wheat cradle, old lantern, old washboard,
model. Call 753-8578.
Closed
Closed
TOPPER for small
pr. beam scales, Winchester shotgun, model
6 17
Yesterday
Yesterday 354.10
pickup. Call 436-2802
140 auto., ithca 12 gau. automatic.
Opened
Opened
T.V. Antenna. Call 436Kelvinator ref., 220 elec. hooter, antique
2802.
6.19
Today
355.90
Today
radio, *loc. fan, 2 air conditioners, used
WALKER for sale, $40.
.02
Up
1.80
Up
lumber, wall pictures, all kinds of nice
Call 753-3964 or 516
Compliments of:
cookware, table & chairs, color T.V., very
Braod St.
VERNON S WESTERN WEAR & SHOE REPAIR
WHIRLPOOL
rare antique iron bed, very nice antique
microwave oven with
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
marble top dresser, old sewing machine,
700 watts cooking
53 7 1 1 3
wardrobe, antique dresser, window fan,
power, only $4 50 week
W. boy Gold Silver 8. 13.omood%
pot, old radio, kerosene lamps, ice
crock
Rudoph Goodyear, 753Ilioors 10 6 Daily Closr-d Sunday
chest, ant. dishes, lots of collectibles, gun
0595.
rack, ladder, porch furniture, drop cord,
ant, oak table, silverware, elec. skillet,
pocket knives, wicker basket, many many
more useful items not mentioned.

47

•
Love
7, You
c
•
? Turkeyc;

MOVING
SALE

Every Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sun. 12:30-5 p.m.

At:
North 641
Flea Mkt.

I

753-4566
kJ,
so'

AUCTION!

SUPER AMERICA

ASSISTANT MANAGERS
AND MANAGERS

Ashland Oil is expanding in the
gasoline/quick service food store
business with its SuperAmerica Stores
and offers real ground floor opportunities for ambitious individuals seeking growth oriented careers. Responsibilities include recruiting, hiring and
training of store personnel, planning
work schedules, salary administration,
employee performance appraisal,
recordkeeping, and supervision of
general store maintenance.
Several
Must
preferred.
experience
years retail
be willing to relocate. For immediate
consideration, send resume or write to:

Assistant Pressman

Career Opportunity - To assist
In operation of a Goss Community Press. Prior experience
helpful but not a necessary requirement. Salary reviews and
benefits program. Send resume
to Murray Ledger & Times, Box
1040 H, Murray, Ky. 42071.

FOR
SALECHEAP!!

1-19" Magnavox
.Color T.V.
for

$100.

Good condition.
Coll
759-9567
after 4:00 p.m.
Cun-
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BOGARD
AUCTION CO.
Firm Lk. 45
Clarksville, Tenn.
Dover, Tenn.
615-645-7755
615-232-5150
Announcement day of sole will have
precedence over printed matter.

38. Pets -Supplies
DOG obedience & personal protection. Boar
ding and AKC German
Shepherds and AKC
Australian Cattle dogs
436-2858.
SIBERIAN Husky
puppies, 172 price. Call
492-8454 after 5p.m.
Real Estate

43

kOPPERUD Realty
offers a complete range
of Real Estate -services
with a wide selection of
quality home in the city
8z in the county. All
price ranges. Phone
753-1222 for courteous.
competent Real Estate
service. We make buying & selling Real
Estate easy for you.
45

Farms for Sale

2 2 5 ACRE farm
southeast of New Concord. Cropland,
marketable timber.
fencing & creek. Call
753-7531.
55 ACRE farm for sale.
Call 437-4750.
46

Homes for Sale

2 BEDROOM brick
home, large den,
fireplace, big pond.
barn. State Line Rd.,
west of Hazel, Ky. Call
498-8749 after 5p.m.
3 BEDROOM, 2 bath
brick, large family
room with fireplace,
fenced in yard. North
20th. Phone 753-7687.
3 BR brick ranch, all
appliances, wood burning fireplace, central
heat & air, large yard &
patio, only 3 1/2 mi,
from town, -$42,000. Call
for an appointment
753-9706.
BY owner- newly redecorated, 2 BR house,
near college. Less than
$20,000. Call 753-2237
CANTERBURY Estates: three bedrootti,
two bath brick home.
Living room, large den
with fireplace and
custom kitchen with
unusual brick work.
Home is well landscaped, has fenced
backyard, concrete
drive, central air with
gas heat •built-in
vacuum system and
more. For appointment
to see, phone 753-4679
after 5p.m.
EXTREMELY attractive, remodeled, 3 BR
home with vinyl siding.
garage plus attached
office, carport. new
satellite 41511- all on
gorgeous 1 acre lot.
Only $42,000. Don't waitphone 753 - 1222
Kopperud Realty.
LARGE 3 Blk frame
house. 9 miles E on 94.
Call 753-5599.
LEAVING state. roomy
3 BR, 2 bath brick,
family room, 2
fireplaces, appliances,
in city. Must see to
appreciate. 50's. 7534486
SPLIT level 8-room
house with utility, 2
bath and carpet 2
family dwelling or good
rental property. 5 miles
north of Murray. Call
753-5358 after 6p.m.
47.

Motorcycles

80 MObEL 250
Cam/Am dirt bike,
runs good. '83 Kawasaki
dirt bike. Call between
4:30 & 6:00p.m. 759-1603
4 9 . Used Cars

49

Used

Cars

CAR
FOR SALE
'71 Hornet
Almost new
tires. Call
759- 1 72 1
between 11
a.m.-5 p.m.
'72 PINTO, new exhaust, $700. '67 Cougar,
built, $700. '80 Yamaha
650, real nice. $900. Call
474-8049.
'74 CHEVY Nova, 4
door, 36,000 actual
miles. Not cheap. 7537523.
'79 DODGE Omni,
automatic, 2 door. '73
VW wagon, automatic.
'67 Pontiac LeMans.
automatic. Call
753-8085.
'79 MALIBU wagon,
70,000 miles. Must see to
appreciate. $2,000. 7531500 after 5p.m.
'79 TOYOTA Celica,
needs motor work, $750.
Black, sunroof, 5-speed,
73,000 miles. 753-2701
9a.m.-4p.m.
FOR sale- 1982 Oldsmobile Delta 88 Royale, 4 door, power. air,
AM-FM with tape, gray
with vinyl top. Very
classy car. $5500. Will
accept small station
wagon or hatch back in
trade. Phone 618-5242533 evenings.
50.Used Trucks
1974 DODGE mini bus
With 1984 rear mounted
Braun wheel chair lift,
$2600 Can be seen at 702
Main St. Call 759-1965
between 8a.m . 3p. m.
1975 CHEVROLET
pickup, V-8 automatic,
ps, pb, $2250. See at
University Gulf, 5'
Points Call 753-8124.
1975 FORD Van, fully
customized, low mileage, excellent condi
(ion. Call 753-8095.
1976 DODGE van, $550.
Call 436-5558.
1978 OODGE Power
Wagon 4x4, short wheel
base, 318 automatic, ac,
p.s., pb., roll bar and
1100 tires, chrome
wheels. Good condition,
might trade. $2800. Call
753-7161.
1979 CHEVY Luv
pickup, 4-wheet drive,
good condition. Call
after 5p.m. 753-0728.
1980 TOYOTA truck,
4-wheel drive, topper,
chrome wheels, good
condition, $3,800. Call
753-3496.
1981 FORD F-150 300 6
cylinder, automatic,
p.s., pb., air, AM/FM
stereo, short wheel base
with camper top. Local
owned. 753-9218 after
5p.m.
1984 MAZDA truck with
bed liner, AM/FM
cassette stereo, low
mileage, $5500, red &
silver. Call 753-9536.
'75 FORD Courier
pickup, red, 59,000
miles, 30 mpg. Call
753 0062.
'78 CHEV Custom de•
luxe, 6 cylinder straight
shift, 92,000 miles, runs
good, $1650. Call after
5p.m. 753-3966.
'82 CHEVY Silverado
pickup, short wheel
base, loaded, 42,000
miles. Call 753 8124

53

Services Offered

We Service
Kerosene Heaters
& Space Heaters

All Seasons
Lawn & Leisure
205 N. 4th Murray
753-4110
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
Gr7TTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
HAULING of all typesbrush piles, rubbish.
etc. Also. trees & bushes
removed. Will also
shovel snow this winter
if necessary. Reasonable rates. Good references. Call Jerry at
759-9661.
INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TV,A approved. Save on those
high heating and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimate.
John Lane Back Hoe
Service installs and
repairs septic tanks.
Also pump tanks.
Licensed by the
Health Dept. You've
called the rest, now
call the best.
753-8669
J.L. McKnight & Sons
Sawmill on Poor Farm
Rd. Buyer of standing
timber. Call 753-7528.
JOINER'S complete
tree serl‘ife, 32 yrs.
experienCe. Also.
stumps mechanically
removed 10'' below
surface. Call 753-0366.
LEE'S 'CARPET
CLEANING. For all
your carpet & upholstery cleaning. For a free
estimate call 753-5827
Satisfied references.
LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
commercial. Heating
and air condition, gas
installation and repair.
Phone 753-7203.
Aluminurn
Service Co.
Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim
work. References.
Coll Will Ed Bailey
733-06E19
MOBILE HOME REPAIR and preventative
maintenance. Roofs,
floors, plumbing, wiring,
hurricane straps. No job
too small. 759-4850.
NEED work on your
trees? Topping, pruning, shaping. complete
removal and more. Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional tree care.
753-0338.
ODD job specialist,
ceiling fans, electrical,
plumbing, fencing. You
name it, I do it. You
buy, I install. You
break, I fix. Call 4362868.
OPEN. Import Auto
Salvage. New and used
parts. Open 8-5p m
Mon.-Sat. 474-2325.

53. Services Offered
PA-TN-TING =Paper
hanging, commerical or
residential, Free estimates. References. 25
years experience,
Tremon Farris 759-1987
ROOFING Free estimates. Work guaranteed. Call 759-1600.
ROOFING, Plumbing.
Concrete work. Additions. Painting.
General Carpentry.
P.A. Molony Co
753 - 8628 . Free
Estimates.

•

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service
Let Rex give you a
price on your septic tank & backhoe
work.

753-9224
30 yrs. experience
SEWING Machine Repair. All makes and
models. Home & In•
dustrail. and bag closing machines. Also
scissor sharpning.40.
yrs. experience. All
work guaranteed. Kenneth Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella. Ky.
Tt.'111 • REMOVAL
SERVICE.
Mechanically removed
10 inches below the
surface, no damage to
surrounding lawn.
Larry Wood 753-0211 or
1-443-8682.
TRASH pickup county
wide. 17 per month.
Prompt weekly service.
Joe Pat Phillips,
489-2477,

For All T.V.
and Antenna
Repair Call

Murray
Appliance
753-1586
212 Main St.
Murray, Ky.
TREES trimmed or
removed. Also, yard
work. Experienced
Free estimates-. Call
436-2690.
We
WET BASEMENT
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
WILL haul almost anything. Call 759-16(J0.
WILL haul white rock,
sand, lime. rip rap and
masonary sand, coal,
dirt, gravel. fill sand.
Call Roger Hudson.
753-4545 or 753-6763
Paid L23. $14.50 Bal $13 88
Metal Roofing &
Siding-Factory Direct
First 0•01Ity painted $42.00
per squar• Galvanized
$32.00 per square. Full Ils
coverer.. Pay only for what
you get. S V mete! In tsunami lengths at 1124.95 per
square. (Formerly Wood's
Farm Center Metal Sakes).
Toll Free In By.
1100-633-3243.
free delivery 23 smarm owl up

BLUEGRASS AG
1974 MAVERICK, runs
DISTRIBUTORS
good, best offer. Call
Henderson, Ky.
4
436-2879.
Campers
4
1976 FORD Elite. 2 51
door, white, air, p.s.,
Free Column
56
1978 24 FT travel
pb.. AM/FM 8-track
trailer, completely selfpuppies. 4
FREE:
stereo, steel belted
contained. excellent
months old Call after
tires, good condition,
condition. $3900 Call
6p.m 753-968.k
$950 firm. Must sell.
753-0403.
Call 759-9510.
1977 98 OLDSMOBILE, 53. Services Offered
black, 4 door. p.w.. pb.,
p.s. Call 753-7166 after
Irrosuit
Resathanbal
If the answer is Yes,
4p.m.
CAMPBELL WELL
You Will Receive
1977 MGB Convertible.
&
Prompt
Professional
DRILLING
79,000 miles, new
McKeon. In
clutch, $2,495. Call 753Residential &
Cal CoiLect
9710. 1500 Canterbury
901 352 3671 or
Dr.
Commercial
•
901 352 5704
4
AVM"
1977 PONTIAC Bonn.
4
Fro* Estrnatris
4
Brougham, 4-door, blue.
Free Estimates
4
air, power windows. 6 ALL type masonry
•
L
& Bonded
4
icensed
way power seats, AM
work, block, brick.
FM -stereo, 437-4131 concrete, driveways.
Call 753-8084
after 5:30p.m.
sidewalks, patios, house
For Information
'•vvv•••••••••
11
1977 T-PIRD, nice, foundations, new
$1450. Call 753-8124.
chimneyS._ Or chimney
1977--TOYOTA-Ebrot1a. repair. 25 years ex68,000 miles, 5 new tires, perience. Free es$895 cash. Call 759-1801.
timates. Call Charles
1979 BUICK Electra Barnett 753-5476.
Limited, all extras. APPLIANCE
good condition, $3500. SERVICE. Kenmore.
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
Call 474-2796.
Westinghouse,
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
1980 BUICK LeSabre Whirlpool. 23 years
OVER
Limited, loadrei tilt, ps, experience. Parts and
20 YEARS
pb, wirOiolttlocks. service. Bobby Hopper.
OLIO WOOD CABINETS &•
E XPERIENCE
cruise, l-f,l/fm cass- Bob's Appliance SerRAISED PANEL DOORS
ette, low mileage. Very vice, 202 S. 5th St.
Birch•Ook •Walovt• Cherry IF
sharp. 489-2763.
Business 753-4872, 436GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
•
•
1980 OLDS Cutlass 5848 ihomei.
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
Supreme, burgundy. APPLIANCE REPAIR: • CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING •
COMPETITIVE PIKES Drop Sy & Se• Our Display
p s.. p.b., cruise. Factory authorized for
AM/FM stereo, good Tappan, Kelvinator and •1212 Main
753-5940•
Murray, Ky.
condition. Call 436-5482.
Brown. Service on gas
• OOOOOO ••••• OOOO
1081 KMC Concord. ps. and electric ranges.
ac, excellent condition. microwaves, disWill consider' trade. h washers, re
,frigerators, etc. Earl
$2800. Call 753-8056.
1983 Z28, ..,SPEED, Lovett. 354-6956 or 753
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
hi-output. new Eagle 5341
436
GT's, bra & louvers, low COLLIER Electric,
2143. Certified. Licen
miles. Call 753-3132.
1084 MAZDA 626, 4- sed. Registered. 44
years experience. re
door, AM/FM cassette
tape, cruise control, air. pairs and 'installation
loacied, 23,000 mi. Must GEEIAL 1-1-0 M
ser $700,tail 753.06.9
REPAIR 14.- years ex.
1984 MAZDA 626. 4 door, perience. Carpentry
115 S. 13th
Coll
AM/FM cassette tape. concrete, plumbing,
Murray, Ky.
Hopkins
Tom
Dr.
JOB
NO
cruise control, air. roofing. siding.
loaded, 23.000 miles, TO SMALL. Free es502)753-6202
. _
Must sell. $7500. timates. Days 753.6973,.
753-0569
Merits 474-2276.

ZA LA':ejltariieAreArAeAsil
• now call the best.

Let
4
4 T & M Cleaning
•
4 tend to
all your needs.
I

NEW VCR??

FREE

VIDEO CLUB
MEMBERSHIP

4 Call 492-8254

Or.Rims

Hopkins Insurance Agency

For Bigger Returns
Start Your
IRA Today

42071

•
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Monday, Feb. 3
The Comet — "Mark Twain and the Great Cornet of '35" features a reminiscence of the life of
Mark Twain as well as the latest on where and
when to look for the comet. The return of Halley's
Comet has been anticipated for 76 years — learn
why as we explore the history and folklore of comets. Adults $2, children $1. Golden Pond Visitor
Center Planetarium. 1 and 3 p.m.
Skywalk — Take a 30-minute tour of the currently visible night sky, learning about the stars, constellations, planets, and myths surrounding them.
Adults $1, children 50C. Golden Pond Visitor
Center Planetarium. 2 p.m.
Wednesday, Feb. 5
The Comet — see information above.
Skywalk — see information above.
Thursday, Feb. 6
The Comet — see information above.
Skywalk — see information above.
Friday, Feb. 7
The Comet — see information above.
Skywalk — see information above.
Saturday, Feb. 8
see information above.
—
Comet
The
Skywalk — see information above.
WKAA — Join the West Kentucky Amateur
Astronomers and view the night sky through a
variety of telescopes. In case of inclement
weather, an inside program is planned. Golden
Pond Visitor Center Planetarium and Observatory. 7 p.m.
Sunday, Feb. 9
see information above.
—
Comet
The
Skywalk — see information above.
Visitor Center
NOTE: Golden Pond
Planetarium closed Tuesdays. Empire Farm, The
Homeplace-1850, and Woodlands Nature Center
will reopen March .1.

THURSDAY, JANUARY 30, 1986

PADD issues request for Title III programs
The Purchase Area
Development District
has issued a Request for
Proposal for FY '87 Title III-B 8: C programs

The PADD subcontracts with local agencies for the provision of
social services and
nutrition services for
persons 66 years of age
and older that reside in
the Purchase Area.
Services that will be
funded through Title
III -B funds are
transportation/escort,
published a volume on outreach, information
Kentuckians in Missouri and referral, visiting
and plans another on and telephone
Kentuckians in Illinois.
reassurance, counsel-

under the Older
Americans Act of 1965,
as amended and the
Kentucky Homecare
Program.

Morehead professor
has book published
MOREHEAD, Ky.
(AP) — A Morehead
State University history
professor has published
a book that may help
genealogists looking for
ancestors who left Kentucky for Ohio or
Indiana.
The new volume,
"Kentuckians in Ohio
and Indiana," is by
Stuart S. Sprague. It offers clues to more than
10,000 migrant
Kentuckians.
It is the second in a
series of four volumes
and is designed as a
research tool, a school
news release said.
Sprague said prior to
the Civil War, nearly
one-third of all nativeborn Kentuckians lived
outside the state, with
most of them migrating
to Ohio, Indiana,
Missouri and Illinois.
Sprague, who received MSU's distinguished
researcher award last
year, has already

No Money Down

13058„..

ing, legal and health
related services as
defined by Title III
regulations.
Services that will be
funded through Title
III-C funds are congregate and home
delivered meals that
meet at least one-third
of the current daily
recommended dietary
allowance and other
criteria as established
in Title III regulations.
Services that will be

g1986 Chevr let S-10
Sunshine stripe package, 2.5 liter 4 cyl.
engine, 4 speed transmission, 1000 lb.
payload pkg. Steel belted radial tires.

business in 1985
and look forward to serving you -=
in 1986.
SX70 or 600
(Limit 2 Please. Good till 2/8/86)

mnem001.N.

MISC.
ITEMS
*End Tables
*Pictures
*Accessories
*Large Selection

3 Piece Solid Cherry
or Solid Maple
Dresser/Mirror, Chest on Chest and Bed
Brass Table
Lamps..Reg. $79.95 1/2Price
Brass Floor
Lamps..Re. $99.95 1/2 Price
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All Lazy Boy & Lane
Recliners
Drastically Reduced
For This Sale

5 Pc. Rattan Table
& Chairs
Reg. $799.00

1/2 Price
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Lest Saturday's game
hos boon rescheduled
for Saturday, fob. 1st

• 1,•
tor'.

$5.95sing.
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Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
Home 759-4703
E 753-7688

'Based on o60 month closed end lease
plus sales tax on monthly payment

A newborn admission
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Wednesday, Jan. 29, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admission
Woodruff baby girl,
mother, Ruby, 613
Johnson, Paris, Tenn.
Dismissals
Paul Copeland, Rt. 2,
Box 186, Murray; Miss
Jeanne Freeman, Rt. 4,
Paris, Tenn.; Jeffrey
Davidson, Box 56,
Lynnville ;
Miss Angela Reeder,
Rt. 1, Kirksey; Daniel
Erpendach, Hart Hall,
Murray State
University;
Miss Natalia Mitchell,
Rt. 1, Murray; Sherman
McCuiston, 619 North
19th St., Murray;
Preston Brandon, Rt. 1,
Hazel;
Mrs. Gladys Gupton,
Rt. 1, Murray; Rimen
Colson, Rt. 1, Hardin;
Ms. Judy Rickman. 608
La Follette, Murray;
Mrs. Eva Hooks, Rt.
2, Cadiz; Mrs. Eura
Henry, Rt. 1, Dexter;
Mrs. Lucille Flannery,
1505 Stadium View Dr.,
Murray.

NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — Veteran country music star Hank
Snow says he did not appear on this month's
CBS-TV special saluting
the Grand Ole Opry
because his designated
part made him feel like
"an outcast."
Snow, a member of
the Country Music Hall
of-Fame, aaid he turned
down an offer to sing
one verse of his famed
song, "I'm Movin' On,"
on the two-hour show
broadcast Jan. 14.
"I felt like the Opry
should have done a lot
more for me," Snow, 71,
said. -They should have
stepped in and said,
'Give him more than a
verse.' ... I feel like an
outcast."
Opry spokesman
Jerry Strobel said that
Opry officials regret
that Snow was not on the
special.
Snow said that despite
his displeasure at the
TV special, he will continue singing at regular
Opry shows.

$11.45 Twin Pack

Polaroid

Hospital lists
newborn and
dismissals

Country star
turns down
appearance

District at P.O. Box 588,
Mayfield, Kentucky,
42066, ATTN: Aging
Planner or call 247-7171,
753-8325, or 554-2097.
Applications are to be
received no later than
noon CST, Friday, Feb.
28, 1986 at the PADD office on Highway 45N,
Mayfield, KY.
Additional information regarding the application process may
be obtained by contacting the PADD office.
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Dwain Taylor
rolet, Inc
Chev
,
502-753-2617
Murray, Ky.

funded through
Homecare are client
assessment, case
management,
homemaker management, homemaker personal care, home
delivered meals, escort,
chore, home repair and
respite.
Agencies interested in
submitting an application may obtain an application packet by contacting the Purchases
Area Development

